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In time for each new season and thereby 

also for each new catalogue my ambition 

is to bring something new and inter-

esting up as a topic. Four years ago the 

Pinewood brand celebrated 20 years in 

business, of course something we had 

to write about then. The following year 

I wrote about how our own factory in 

China had been noticed for our unfailing 

work to produce our products both 

environmentally and socially correct 

to the benefit of our workers as well as 

consumers across the world. The year 

after that we wrote about our digital 

investments into our website and B2B 

platform. So what happens in 2020…..?

For 2020 I absolutely have to mention 

our innovative Pinewood Insect-Stop 

collection which we have been develop-

ing during that last year! We are launch-

ing a collection of garments that in an 

eco-friendly way repells mosquitoes, 

ticks, flies and many other summer bugs 

and insects….. Sounds too good to be 

true!? I was initially a bit sceptical myself 

but have now learned that the product 

actually does work! Quickly bio-degrada-

ble, safe at skin contact as well as safe for 

animals and organisms on both land and 

in the seas. The active substance affects 

the sense of balance and orientation 

of insects and can be detected from a 

distance which makes most insects to 

prefer not to land on the treated fabric or 

when they do they will be more or less 

disorientated and in their confusion, in 

most cases, not bite. 

The treatment is harmless and safe for 

all, inclusive of children and pregnant 

women. Very important to know is that 

our Pinewood Insect-Stop does not kill 

insects and bugs! Instead it creates an 

atmosphere around the treated fabrics, 

a zone of discomfort, where the insects 

prefer to not come in contact with the 

garment. 

Producers have during many years tried 

to find a technique where the active 

substance IR3535®, inspired by naturally 

existing beta-amino acids, is securely 

integrated into fabrics long term without 

being easily washed out. A way has now 

been developed and therefore now it 

is possible to add this fantastic feature 

into fabrics and garments instead of 

into repellent body sprays which are 

for short term purposes only. IR3535® 

has with great success been used in 

insect repellent bodylotions and sprays 

during the last 30 years. We have now, 

after a lengthy development process 

alongside our supplier, found a satisfying 

bio-chemical solution that excellently 

blends with our textile fabrics. For us it 

was very important to not use any sub-

stances containing Permethrin or DEET 

as we in our opinion, do not find these 

safe for people nor our environment. 

With IR3535® we feel safe and secure!

Now you have the possibility to not have 

to bother much about bugs and insects 

and instead enjoy your outdoor activity 

without buzzing interuptions! If that is 

hiking up the trail, camping or fishing by 

the lake, bird watching, on a walk in the 

forest or elsewhere…. It does not really 

matter where you are, the Pinewood 

Insect-Stop products will help you keep 

mosquitoes and ticks away! Summer 

outdoor life saved?!

Do not forget to ”like” us on our Pine-

wood Facebook and Instagram accounts 

to keep yourself updated on that is hap-

pening in the Pinewood world. 

With these words I wish you a great 

mosquito and tick-free summer, I keep 

my fingers crossed for a warm summer 

where I can enjoy both forest walks and 

that great everyday refreshing swim in 

the nearby lake.  Take care and we will 

see each other outdoors! 

Best outdoor greetings

Rainer Rüssel
CEO, Pinewood AB

WE KEEP MOSQUITOES 
AND TICKS AWAY IN 2020!
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WE PROMISE – ENVIRONMENTAL 
We actively work to meet the REACH standards and to 
use as many components which are Oeko-Tex 100® or in 
other ways environmentally certified as possible in our 
products. We shall always choose the more environ-
mental better option when we are sourcing new mate-
rials for our products and this without compromising 
the quality and function of our products. 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
RESPONSIBILITY
We work to contribute to a better world, even if we, 
as many companies in the world, utilize the earth’s 
resources in some way. We are a small part of the 
world’s clothing production companies, but we 
consider that the more we actually can do for society 
and the environment is something which contributes to 
a better world and future for us all. 

FSC® FOR PEOPLE WHO CARE 
ABOUT THE FOREST
This publication is FSC®-marked (Forest Stewardship 
Council®). An international members organisation that 
promotes the responsible use of the world’s forests.

Member of amfori, the leading global business  
association for open and sustainable trade.  
For more information visit www.amfori.org

CONCEPT
To develop and supply active outdoor clothing in a 
combination of high function, design and quality to 
less money making Pinewood® market leaders in our 
segment.

CUSTOMERS
Consumers in all ages that enjoy being outdoors 
despite the weather. Consumers who wish to spend 
less money but still request high function, comfort, 
design and quality. 

VISION
To create an internationally recognized outdoor 
brand. To inspire more people to enjoy nature and to 
spend more days outdoors. 

WE PROMISE – PRODUCTION 
Pinewood® actively works with sustainability issues 
and social responsibility. We have joined the amfori 
(previous FTA - Foreign Trade Association) and 
work to implement the BSCI (Business Social Com-
pliance Initiative) Code of Conducts to strengthen 
the workers rights in our production facilities, to 
give better working conditions, to offer fair wages, 
to eliminate child labor and so on. We do this as we 
care about those who produce our products! We 
also support the 10 principles of the United Nations 
Global Compact. 
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These days, Gigi runs Fågelguidning AB 
together with her live-in partner, Bo Thoor. 
The company guides people with an interest 
in birds – mainly in Stockholm and Kalmar 
counties – and arranges lectures, courses, 
events and trips in Sweden and abroad.

Birdwatching is all the rage
Gigi is a celebrity in her field and has sat on 
various morning TV show sofas as an expert 
on birds. A few years ago she was the judge 
in the SVT reality series, Det stora fågeläven-
tyret (the great bird adventure).

“What a boom that series was! The last ves-
tiges of nerdiness disappeared and birdwatch-
ing became all the rage. One mother called 
and thanked us as she'd finally found a pro-
gramme she could watch together with her 
two teenage children.”

Gigi and Bosse love to be out together in 
the great outdoors, in the mountains and 
plains, and by lakes and the sea. Birdwatching 
helps them get out in every kind of weather. 
All year-round. In Sweden and abroad. 

“The saying 'there's no bad weather only 
bad clothing,' could not be more true.”

Socializing and birds
As a birdwatcher, Gigi has both a competitive 
and a social side. It was the 300-club that ini-
tially sparked Gigi's interest in birdwatching 
and getting outdoors to tick off species after 
species when the rare-bird alarm went off in 
her mobile app.

Such as Bosse's and her latest entry – a Wil-
son's Snipe that had gone astray all the way 
from the continent of North America to north-
ern Uppland in Sweden. Gigi has no fewer 
than 397 species entries for Sweden. We should 
bear in mind that there are 'only' 250 breed-
ing species in Sweden and around 50 regular 
passage migrant species.

The social side of birdwatching is all about 
the pleasant feeling we get when we share an 
interest with like-minded people. Lighting a 
camp-fire, grilling sausages and having a chat 
on the edge of a clearing or watching quietly 
from a bird tower imparts a sense of belong-
ing and fellowship that Gigi and Bosse would 
like as many people as possible to enjoy.

“Essentially, fellowship with others is just 
as important as the birds. Coffee, tea, a snack 
and a chat and experiencing nature together. 
Life doesn't get any better than that.”  

Tip! Read more about Gigi Sahlstrand's and 
Bo Thoor's Fågelguidning AB services 
at www.fagelguidning.se

“Essentially, fellowship 
with others is just as 

important as the birds.”

Gigi Sahlstrand 
almost always has 
her binoculars trained 
on birds. At sea, in 
the woods, in the 
mountains in Bosnia-
Herzegovina…

CAMOUFLAGE 
NOT IMPORTANT
Gigi Sahlstrand and Bo Thor are Pinewood 
ambassadors and wear the company's cloth-
ing, summer and winter alike.

A lot of people find it difficult to choose 
birdwatching clothes. What affects birds in 
the field? Bear in mind that birds do not see 
colours the way we do, so don't worry too 
much about camouflage. 

“But let's be clear, it's no good wearing 
a white jacket in the middle of the jungle,” 
laughs Gigi.

She and Bosse are great fans of the Pine-
wood Outdoor Collection, both the colourful 
shirts, and their jackets and pants.

“The clothes are comfortable, warm and 
stylish. And their being windproof is a big 
bonus for us birdwatchers.” 

W hen Gigi Sahlstrand began 
birdwatching in earnest in 
the middle of the 90s, many 
people wondered what was 

wrong with her. What? A female birdwatcher? 
At the time, birdwatching was essentially 

a hobby for men. Nerdy men who shut them-
selves away in ornithological societies and 
sneered at people who were unable to tell a 
great tit from a blue tit.

From time to time, Gigi got irritated by this 
kind of male know-it-all behaviour. That's how 
she got involved and helped start Rapphönan 
(the partridge), a nationwide network for fe-
male birdwatchers.

“Rapphönan has played a part in there be-
ing almost as many women as men who enjoy 

being outdoors watching birds. No one need 
be embarrassed any more if they don't know 
every species of by heart,” says Gigi.

Leaving the stress behind
Many of us who are caught up in the rat race 
also dream about something much better. A 
slower pace and a more natural life where 
there's time and space for reflection, con-
templation and inspiration. For most people, 
it remains merely a dream, but for Gigi, it be-
came the new reality.

She had a job in the IT industry that was 
picking up speed at an ever faster pace, with-
out giving her a chance to catch her breath. 
What's more, she had to endure endless tail-
backs and exhaust fumes on her commute to 

and from home on Ekerö and her job in central 
Stockholm.

“Okay, so I'm earning a lot of money… but I'm 
also stressing myself to the point of cracking up. 
Is it really worth doing this, year in year out?”

Maybe she could start a company that com-
bined work with a hobby, perhaps with bird-
watching as the common denominator? She 
took a thorough look at her finances before 
deciding “It’s now or never!”

So she took a deep breath and a giant leap 
in the dark… and made a soft landing as 
self-employed in a job that's more of a spiritual 
lifestyle than mere wage-earning drudgery.

“Now I'm doing what I love and at a pace I 
choose. Daring to drop out of the rat race was 
the best lifestyle choice I ever made!

She abandoned the hassle and stress of the IT rat race to 
become Sweden's first professional female birdwatcher.

“The best lifestyle choice I ever made,” says Gigi Sahlstrand. 
text: ulf bertilsson • photo: gigi sahlstrand/privat & göran forsberg

G I G I  S A H L S T R A N D

CUCKOO ABOUT BIRDS

Gigi and Bosse – a well-known couple in birdwatching circles.
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HIKING/MEN’S
JACKETS



Water coloumn:  >10.000 mm
Respiration:  14.000 g/m²/24h  (ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

JACKET PINEWOOD® FINNVEDEN HYBRID EXTREME 5300

Wind- and waterproof jacket in stretchy waxed TC-material. Equipped 
with high collar and components in 4-way stretch for extra pliability. 
Lined with High-Ventilation™ mesh and provided with ventilation 
openings in the sides to give excellent breathability. Fixed, adjustable 
hood with brim. Taped seams and water-repellent zipper. Water-repel-
lent chest pocket with zipper. Adjustable hem. Cuffs adjustable with 
grip fastener. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for 
extra water and dirt repellent properties. 96% polyamide, 4% elastane. 
Contrasts in 64% polyester, 34% cotton, 2% elastane. Available in Black/
Dark Anthracite (407), Dark Anthracite/Mustard (448), Dark Olive/
Hunting Olive (723). Sizes: S-3XL.

JACKET PINEWOOD® TELLUZ  5213

An extremely, wind- and waterproof, stretchy lightweight 3-layer jacket. 
High collar with well thought out ventilation holes. Fixed, adjustable 
hood. Taped seams. It’s a great jacket for an active outdoor activity or 
everyday use. This is a jacket that can handle an exceptional rainy and 
windy day. One-way zipper in the opening, dual chest pockets, two hand 
pockets, all with zippers. On the sides there are ventilation openings 
and the jackets width is adjustable with a strap at the bottom. Treated 
with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt 
repellent properties. 100% polyester. Available in Dark Anthracite (443). 
Sizes: S-3XL. 

Water coloumn:
>18.000 mm

Respiration:  
22.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 8.000 g/m²/24h)

ANORAK PINEWOOD® TIKAANI TC-STRETCH  5095

Practical, silent and water repellent anorak with stylish design, waxed 
finish and several pockets. Fixed, adjustable hood equipped with a 
removable mosquito net, can easily be adjusted for a perfect fit. The 
waistband can be adjusted according to the desired fit. On the anorak’s 
sides there are zippers that can be opened in warmer weather to release 
excess heat and create more ventilation. The zippers also makes it 
easy to get in and out of the garment. There are two hand pockets with 
zippers and a large through pocket with a press stud at the front. Cuffs 
easily adjusted with grip fastener. After wash reactivate the garment´s 
impregnation by ironing (mid temp.). 64% polyester, 34% cotton, 2% 
elastane. Available in Hunting Olive (713). Sizes: S-3XL.
(Extra net available as spare part item no. 1571).

JACKET PINEWOOD® THELON PADDED 5513

Supple jacket in high-elastic power fleece that provides maximum 
flexibility and comfort. Padded and windproof on the front and back. 
Brushed fleece inside sleeves. Practical pockets including inner pocket. 
Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for water and dirt 
repellent properties. 95% polyester, 5% elastane. Contrasts 100% poly-
amide. Available in Dark Anthracite (443), Dark Dive (349), Suede Brown 
(241). Sizes: S-3XL.
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NEW COLOUR

JACKET PINEWOOD® TIVEDEN  
TC-STRETCH 5096

Durable and windproof jacket in modern design for both ev-
eryday use and active outdoor life. This jacket is made of TC-
stretch fabric for maximum comfort and breathability. The fab-
ric is quick drying and treated with organic impregnation-Bionic 
Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. The 
jacket is equipped with a bellow at the back, this together with 
its elastic features gives a pleasant and comfortable fit. The jack-
et has two chest pockets, one inner pocket and two hand pockets 

all with zippers. Sleeves are easy to adjust with grip fastener. 
Adjustable bottom hem. The fixed hood is adjustable from both 
sides in front and also with a strap at the back. 

Available in Black (400), Dark Olive/Suede Brown (186), Dive/
Dark Dive (346). Sizes: S-5XL.

Material: 64% Polyester, 34%, cotton, 2% elastan. 

Durable  
and elastic  

TC-stretch fabric

Bellow at back 
for extra elastic 
features

Eco treated for extra 
water repellent pro-
perties

Two chest pockets 
with zipper

Inner pocket  
with zipper

Two hand pockets 
with zippers

Adjustable  
sleeves with grip 
fastener

Adjustable
bottom

hem

Adjustable hood

ALSO AVAILABLE IN COLOURS
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Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

JACKET PINEWOOD® EASTMAIN 5190

A soft yet sturdy 2-layer wind- and waterproof outdoor jacket in a 
straight, longer model. Lightweight. Hand warm pockets for comfort. 
Pockets and placket are sealed with magnets. Inner pocket. Rubber 
strap inside enables you to keep the headset/cords in place. Fixed hood 
with brim, can be folded into the collar. Cuffs adjustable with grip fas-
tener. Taped seams. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® 
Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. 47% cotton, 42% poly-
ester, 11% polyamide. Available in Dark Green (103). Sizes: S-3XL.

Water coloumn:
>18.000 mm

Respiration:  
22.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 8.000 g/m²/24h)

JACKET PINEWOOD® CARIBOU ULTRA LIGHT 5212

Wind- and waterproof lightweight jacket (approx 350g). Perfect to pack 
away in the bag, takes no space and its weight is negligible. Water repel-
lent zippers. Fixed adjustable hood with brim. Taped seams. Dual front 
pockets. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra 
water and dirt repellent properties. Adjustable hem. 100% polyester. 
Available in Black (400). Sizes: S-3XL.

Water coloumn:
>8.000 mm

Respiration:
3.000 g/m²/24h  (ASTM)

Water coloumn:  >10.000 mm
Respiration:  14.000 g/m²/24h  (ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)JACKET PINEWOOD® CARIBOU TC EXTREME 5189

Practical, sturdy wind- and waterproof outdoor membrane jacket. Made 
in our own durable TC-Lite™. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic 
Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. Taped seams. 
The jacket is equipped with 4-way stretch in sides, forearms and back 
yoke for added flexibility. Lined with High-Vent™ mesh for added com-
fort. Chest pocket with water repellent zippers. Inside pocket. Remov-
able, adjustable and waterproof hood with reinforced brim for perfect fit. 
Adjustable hem. Cuffs with grip fastener. Stretch fabric in 92% polyester, 
8% elastane. Lining 100% polyester/100% polyamide. Available in Moss 
Green/Black (153), Dark Olive (128). Sizes: S-3XL.

JACKET PINEWOOD® LAPPLAND EXTREME 9093

A wind- and waterproof jacket made in our own durable TC-1200™ ma-
terial. Breathable membrane. The membrane is laminated with a lightly 
brushed lining. Taped seams. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic 
Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. Several prac-
tical pockets. Removable, adjustable hood with brim. Adjustable waist-
band. Arms adjustable with grip fastener. Reinforcements and lining 
100% polyester. Available in Moss Green/Black (153), Dark Anthracite/
Black (446). Sizes: S-4XL.
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NEW

Water coloumn:
>18.000 mm

Respiration:  
22.000 g/m²/24h (ASTM: 8.000 g/m²/24h)

TROUSERS PINEWOOD®  
BRENTON 5402

Stretch material

Wind and water 
repellent membrane 
from knees down

Wind and water 
repellent membrane 
in seat

Ventilation  
zippers

Adjustable leg hems 
and boot hooks

Ventilation  
zippers

Functional outdoor pants in 4-way stretch, with good ventila-
tion part in the seat and in the lower parts of the legs. Light in 
weight. Windproof and water repellent. Equipped with mem-
brane in the seat and from the knees down. Four pocket design 
with zipper closing. Adjustable waist. Boot hooks. No taped 
seams. Treated with organic and fluorocarbon free impreg-
nation - Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent 

properties. Suitable for Allround, Fishing, Dog Sports, Hiking. 
Available in Dark Olive/Suede Brown (186), Black (400), Terra-
cotta/Dark Anthracite (585), Hunting Olive/Leaf (726).  
Sizes: C46-C58, D92-D116.

Material: 72% polyamid, 20% polyester, 8% elastan. Contrast 
100% polyester. 

Adjustable waist

Extra water and dirt 
repellent qualities

ALSO AVAILABLE IN COLOURS
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TROUSERS PINEWOOD® 
TELLUZ 5313

Wind- and waterproof 3-layer 
lightweight trousers. Slight-
ly wider model so it can be 
used as over trousers. Fully 
openable zipper on both sides. 
Taped seams and water repel-
lent zippers. Membrane with 
excellent breathability and high 
water column. Press button and 
grip fastener at the leg bottom. 
Treated with organic impreg-
nation-Bionic Finish® Eco for 
extra water and dirt repellent 
properties. 100% polyester. 
Available in Dark Anthracite 
(443). Sizes: XS-3XL.

Water coloumn:  >18.000 mm
Respiration:  22.000 g/m²/24h   
 (ASTM: 8.000 g/m²/24h)

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® 
TIVEDEN TC-STRETCH  5097

Comfortable trousers perfect for 
outdoor adventures and every-
day use. Tighter fit. The durable 
TC fabric has been added with 
an extra stretch material which 
makes them very pliable and 
comfortable to wear. A new 
favourite! The fabric is treated 
with an organic impregnation - 
Bionic Finish® Eco for extra wa-
ter and dirt repellent features. 
The trousers have two ordinary 
side pockets, one pocket with 
zipper placed on the leg and 
one back pocket with zipper. 
64% polyester, 34%, cotton, 2% 
elastan. Available in Dive/Dark 
Dive (346). Sizes: C44-C64, 
D92-D124, C148-C158.

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® CARIBOU TC  
5085

Outdoor/hiking trousers made in our own 
durable water repellent TC-Lite™ fabric. 
Tighter fit. Treated with organic impregna-
tion-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and 
dirt repellent properties. The trousers have 
elastic 4-way stretch material on the knee 
and back for greater fit and comfort. Open-
ing ventilation for extra air flow. Dual leg 
pockets with zippers and elastic waistband. 
Articulated knees. 65% polyester, 35% 
cotton. Stretch material in 92% polyester, 
8% elastane. Available in Black/Black (425), 
Dark Copper/Dark Anthracite (569), Blue/
Grey (341), Suede Brown/Dark Copper 
(560), Dark Olive (128), Moss Green/Black 
(153), Mid Green/Moss Green (195), Dark 
Anthracite/Black (446), Terracotta/Grey 
(545), Mustard/Dark Anthracite (573). 
Sizes: C42-C64, D92-D124, C148-C158.
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ZIP-OFF TROUSERS PINEWOOD® TIVEDEN TC-STRETCH 5098

Comfortable outdoor pants. Suitable for outdoor and hiking in warmer 
weather. They are durable, water repellent and non-iron. With the 
practical zip-off feature, you quickly convert the trousers into a pair 
of shorts. The durable TC fabric has been added with an extra stretch 
material that makes them pliable and very comfortable to wear. Treated 
with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt 
repellent properties. Two leg pockets and one back pocket with zipper. 
Two open hand pockets.  Perfect trousers for your next adventure! UV 
and Mosquito proof.  64% polyester, 34% cotton, 2% elastane. Available 
in Agave (717), Dark Olive (128), Dark Anthracite (443), Light Khaki 
(224). Sizes: C44-C64, D92-D124.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® CARIBOU TC EXTREME 5185

Wind- and waterproof outdoor and hiking trousers in fitted size. 
Made in our own durable TC-Lite™. Treated with organic impreg-
nation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent prop-
erties. Taped seams. The trousers have sturdy elements of 4-way 
stretch material on the knee and back for optimal comfort. Opening 
ventilation for extra air flow. Dual leg pockets with zipper and elas-
tic waist. Articulated knees. Adjustable leg hems with grip fastener. 
Water repellent zippers. 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Stretch mate-
rial in 92% polyester, 8% elastane. Available in Black/Black (425), 
Moss Green/Black (153). Sizes: C44-C64, D92-D124.

Water coloumn:
>15.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® LAPPMARK ULTRA 5400

Windproof and airy outdoor trousers. Fitted size. Rich features of 
4-way stretch making them very comfortable to wear. The trousers 
are equipped with a waterproof membrane from the upper knee to the 
bottom of the leg. Stretch fabric within knee area. Opening ventilation 
at the front of the thighs for extra air flow. Treated with organic impreg-
nation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. 
Several functional pockets. Strap with plastic hook in leg bottom to 
attach the trousers to the shoe. Leg opening with zipper and adjustable 
with grip fastener. 92% polyester, 8% elastane. Available in Dark Anthra-
cite (443). Sizes: C44-C64, D92-D124.

NEW

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® TIVEDEN TC-STRETCH INSECT-STOP  
5017

Water Repellent, iron free trousers perfekt for hiking. Very comfortable 
to wear with high stretch, elasticated waist, adjustable grip fastener 
and grip fastener flaps at bottom leg. UV-and Mosquito proof. Treated 
with the Pinewood Insect-Stop, long lasting protection from mos-
quitoes and ticks. Material: 64% polyester, 34% cotton, 2% elastan. 
Available in Dark Olive/Suede Brown (186). Sizes: C44-C64, D92-D124, 
C148-C158
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TROUSERS PINEWOOD® 
HIMALAYA  9485

Hiking and trekking trousers 
made in our durable water 
repellent and highly breathable 
TC-Lite™ fabric. Treated with 
organic impregnation-Bionic 
Finish® Eco for extra water and 
dirt repellent properties. The 
trousers has stretch material 
on knees and back for comfort 
and flexibility. Opening venti-
lation behind the exterior leg 
pockets. Adjustable leg hems. 
Stretch fabric in 92% polyester, 
8% elastane. Available in Dark 
Olive/Black (133), Dark Grey/
Black (406), Black/Black (425), 
Chilired/Black (521). Sizes: 
C44-C64, D92-D124. Water coloumn:

>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® 
LAPPLAND EXTREME 9285

Functional trousers in TC-1200 
material. Treated with organic 
impregnation-Bionic Finish® 
Eco for extra water and dirt 
repellent properties. Lined 
with a wind and waterproof, 
breathable membrane. Taped 
seams. Sturdy reinforcements 
on knee and seat. Articulated 
knees. Adjustable leg bot-
toms. Several practical pock-
ets. Openings for knee pads 
(Pinewood® Flexy, item no 
1506). Reinforcements 100% 
polyester, lining 100% polyes-
ter. Available in Moss Green/
Black (153), Dark Anthracite/
Black (446). Sizes: C44-C70, 
D92-D124, C146-C158.

TROUSER PINEWOOD® 
HIMALAYA EXTREME 9486

Wind- and waterproof outdoor 
and trekking trouser manufactured 
in our own durable and highly 
breathable TC-Lite fabric. Treated 
with organic impregnation-Bi-
onic Finish® Eco for extra water 
and dirt repellent properties. Zip 
ventilation in both side seams for 
maximum air circulation during 
strenuous hikes gives high comfort 
in these high-function membrane 
lined trousers. Stretchable fabric 
at knees and seat. Taped seams. 
Adjustable leg openings. Stretch 
fabric in 92% polyester, 8% elas-
tane. Available in Moss Green/
Black (153), Dark Anthracite/Black 
(446). Sizes: C44-C64, D92-D124, 
C148-C158.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® 
KILIMANJARO  9685

Functional trousers for ac-
tive outdoor life. Adjustable 
leg bottoms. Many practical 
pockets and a concealed 
pocket for mobile phone 
or knife. 4 pockets with 
zips. Elastic waistband 
for optimal fit. Made in 
our durable brushed TC-
1200™ fabric. Treated with 
organic impregnation-Bi-
onic Finish® Eco for extra 
water and dirt repellent 
properties. Available in 
Moss Green/Black (153). 
Sizes: C44-C64, D92-D124, 
C148-C158.

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® FINNVEDEN WINTER  9080

A warm lined outdoor trousers for all purposes made in our durable 
TC-1200™ material. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® 
Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. Pocket with zipper. Two 
back pockets. Brushed flannel lining. Leg pockets along both legs. Con-
venient mobile phone pocket. Elastic waist. Lining 65% polyester, 35% 
cotton. Available in Black (400), Moss Green (135). Sizes: C42-C64.

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® LAPPLAND  9185

Functional trousers with strong reinforcements on knee and rear. Artic-
ulated knees. Adjustable leg bottoms. Manufactured in our hardwearing 
brushed TC-1200™. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® 
Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. Several practical 
pockets. Reinforcements in 100% polyester. Available in Dark Anthra-
cite/Black (446), Mid Green/Black (138), Moss Green/Black (153). Sizes: 
C44-C70, D92-D124, C146-C158.
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TROUSERS PINEWOOD® FINNVEDEN 9085

Our classical trousers made in TC-1200™ fabric. Treated with organ-
ic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent 
properties. Pockets with press stud flaps and a zipped leg pocket. Elastic 
waist. Available in Mid Green (137), Light khaki (224), Black (400), Dark 
Olive (128), Moss Green (135). Sizes: C42-C70, D92-D124.

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® 
WILDMARK STRETCH 9586

Ultimate outdoor trousers for all 
kinds of adventures, out hiking, 
in the wilderness or in everyday 
life. Functional pants in fitted 
size, great comfort, perfect for 
all activities imaginable! Highly 
elastic 4-way stretch material 
provides very good pliabili-
ty. Reinforced with our own 
TC-Lite™. Treated with organic 
impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco 
for extra water and dirt repellent 
properties. Dual leg pockets with 
zipper and elasticated waist. 
Adjustable leg hems with zip and 
practical quick lock. Stretch fab-
ric 96% polyamide, 4% elastane. 
Available in Moss Green/Dark 
Olive (172), Black/Black (425). 
Sizes: C44-C58, D92-D116.

TROUSERS 
PINEWOOD® 
PRESTWICK VINTAGE 
5094

A nice leisure trouser 
in light stretch fabric, 
waxed to make the trou-
sers water repellent. Dual 
leg pockets with zipper 
and back pockets. Artic-
ulated knees and elastic 
waist provides good 
design and comfort. After 
wash reactivate the gar-
ment´s impregnation by 
ironing (mid temp.). 64% 
polyester, 34% cotton, 
2% elastane. Available in 
Suede Brown (241). Sizes: 
C46-C60, D96-D116.

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® FINNVEDEN TIGHTER 5088

Perfect leisure trousers with good breathability in fitted size, suitable 
for both work and leisure. Made in our own durable and water repellent 
TC-Lite™. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for 
extra water and dirt repellent properties. Articulated knees for extra com-
fort. Several practical pockets e.g. dual leg pockets with lid. Elastic waist. 
Available in Light khaki (224), Dark Olive (128), Moss Green (135), Black 
(400). Sizes: C46-C60, D96-D116, C148-C158.

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® 
CARIBOU CAMOU TC 5285

Outdoor - and hiking trousers in 
modern camouflage pattern. Fitted 
size. Made in our own breathable 
and durable TC-Lite™. Treated 
with organic impregnation-Bionic 
Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt 
repellent properties. The trousers 
have substantial elements of elastic 
4-way stretch on the knees and back 
for maximum flexibility and com-
fort. Opening ventilation in sides for 
additional air flow. Dual leg pockets 
with zipper. Elastic waist. Artic-
ulated knees. Leg adjustable with 
grip fastener. 65% polyester, 35% 
cotton. Stretch fabric in 92% Polyes-
ter, 8% elastane. Available in Moss 
Camou/Dark Olive (968), Black 
Jungle/Black (963). Sizes: C44-C64, 
D92-D124.

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® 
SAHARA – ZIP-OFF  9281

Durable and functional 
trousers. As the long legs 
can be taken off this trou-
ser is very versitile. After 
a chilly morning when the 
sun rises the legs come off 
and the shorts will take you 
through the day. Made in 
our own durable and highly 
breathable TC-Lite™ fabric 
which gives comfort also 
during warmer days or at 
streneous work. Elasticat-
ed waist. Treated with an 
ecological impregnation - 
Bionic Finish® Eco for extra 
water- and dirt repellent 
properties. Available in Mid 
green (137), Light khaki 
(224) and Black (400). 
Sizes: C42-C64.
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SHORTS PINEWOOD® WILDMARK  9282

Functional and airy shorts. Made in our own durable and highly 
breathable TC-Lite™ fabric which gives comfort both during warmer 
days or at streneous work. Elasticated waist. Treated with an ecologi-
cal impregnation - Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water- and dirt repel-
lent properties. Available in Light khaki (224), Mid green (137), Black 
(400). Sizes: C44-C64.

SHORTS PINEWOOD® CARIBOU CAMOU TC 5286

Hiking and trekking shorts in modern camouflage pattern. Made in 
our own durable water repellent TC-Lite™. Treated with an ecological 
impregnation - Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water- and dirt repellent 
properties. Dual leg pockets with zipper and elastic waist for optimal fit. 
Available in Black Jungle (965). Sizes: C46-C58.

SHORTS PINEWOOD® WILDMARK STRETCH 9584

Functional shorts with great comfort perfect for all conceivable wilder-
ness adventures! Highly elastic 4-way stretch material provides good 
pliability. Reinforced with our own TC-Lite™. Treated with an ecological 
impregnation - Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water- and dirt repellent 
properties. Double leg pockets with zipper and elastic waist. 65% polyes-
ter, 35% cotton. Stretch material in 96% polyester, 4% elastane. Available 
in Black/Black (425) and Dark olive/Mossgreen (170). Sizes: C46-C58.

SHORTS PINEWOOD® TIVEDEN TC-STRETCH  5086

Classic shorts with regular fit for everyday life, hiking and active outdoor 
adventures. Durable open-air shorts with light elastic waist. Made in our 
own TC stretch fabric for maximum breathability and comfort. A classic 
model with practical pockets and normal high waistband. Shorts for those 
who like to be outdoors. At the front there are two open hand pockets and 
two leg pockets with zippers. At the back a back pocket with a zipper. The 
fabric is treated with organic impregnation - Bionic Finish® Eco for extra 
water and dirt repellent features. 64% polyester, 34% cotton, 2% elastane. 
Available in Light Khaki (224), Dark Dive (349). Sizes: C46-C58.

ZIP-OFF TROUSERS PINEWOOD® CARIBOU TC 5087

Hiking and trekking trousers in fitted size. Durable, airy and practi-
cal spring/summer pants in water-repellent TC-Lite™. Treated with 
organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt 
repellent properties. Zip-off legs make it into functional shorts that are 
a little longer in front. The pants have elastic stretch material on the 
knees and back for maximum flexibility and comfort. Dual leg pockets 
where one pocket is also equipped with an extra pocket for e.g. mobile 
phone. Elastic waist. Leg bottom adjustable with grip fastener. 65% 
polyester, 35% cotton. Stretch fabric in 96% polyamide, 4% elastane. 
Available in Grey/Black (405). Sizes: C46-C58, D96-D116.
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VEST PINEWOOD® NEW TIVEDEN/WILDMARK  9288

A functional and comfortable vest with several pockets. Made of our 
own durable and highly breathable fabric TC-lite ™ that provides great 
comfort even during warmer days or longer hikes. Lined with Air-Venti-
lation-Mesh ™ fabric and treated with an organic impregnation - Bionic 
Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent features. The vest has a 
two-way zipper in the opening, a back pocket, two chest pockets and 
two pockets at the waist with zippers and two hand pockets with press 
studded flaps. Adjustable waist with waistband. 65% polyester, 35% 
cotton. Available in Dark Dive (349), Hunting Olive (713), Mossgreen 
(135), Dark Olive (128), Mid Green (137), Light Khaki (224), Black (400). 
Sizes: S-5XL.

NEW

PADDED OUTDOOR VEST PINEWOOD® DELBERT 5515

Windproof, power-fleece vest. Padded for extra warmth. Equipped 
with spacious pockets with zippers. Treated with organic and fluoro-
carbon free impregnation - Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt 
repellent properties. Material: 100% polyamid. Details in 95% polyes-
ter 5% elastan. Padding 100% polyester. Available in Dark Anthracite 
(443), Suede brown (241). Sizes: S-3XL
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When the warm summer day in 
the mountains starts giving way 
to evening, the winds die down, 
the lake is as still as a mirror, and 
the char start to appear at the 
surface all over. It’s time to get 
the BBQ going, and brew some 
coffee over the crackling fire. 

Just as evening falls, the mosquitoes 
make their approach and join you. 
They’ve been waiting, biding their 

time, in the mountain birches during the 
warmth of the day. If you’re not prepared 
for them, this can be a real pain for many 
people. 

Usually, we plaster ourselves in all sorts of 
different chemicals, directly on the skin. 
But the need for this can really be reduced 
with Pinewood’s new mosquito clothing. 
During the summer, I tested both a shirt and 
trousers that have been impregnated with 
mosquito repellent. I have tested impreg-
nated clothes before, but they’ve always 
had a strong smell, and these clothes don’t.  
 

The shirt I’ve been using is camo green 
and the material is sturdy. It’s got double 
breast pockets for tippet or other small 
bits and pieces. One function I like is that 
the sleeves can be folded up and buttoned 
just above the elbow. I tend to roll the slee-
ves up during the day, and then roll them 
down again to protect my arms when the 
mosquito invasion begins. 

The trousers are khaki coloured and have 
removable legs so they can be worn as 
shorts during the warmer part of the day. 
The elastic waistband means it’s easy to 
find the right size and they are nice and 
comfy. The trousers have double front po-
ckets and leg pockets, and a back pocket. 
Around the ankle, a grip fastener cord all-
ows you to tighten the bottom and keep 
out the leeches. The light coloured trou-
sers also work nicely for summer adventu-
res of the more urban variety. 

So do they work? To me it feels like the 
mosquitoes do keep away. They are still 
around, but they don’t land on me, especi-
ally not in the quantities that they land on 
my friends sat around the fire. So now you 
can experience far less buzzing and bites 
from the mosquitoes, and look really good 
at the same time. If the mozzies are real-

ly bad, I just add a proper buff and a cap. 
That way, I only need to put repellent on 
the back of my hands and a bit on my face. 
I’ve also washed the garments and noticed 
no deterioration in the effect. 

This type of impregnated garment is per-
fect for those of you who usually look like 
you’ve contracted the measles after an 
evening outdoors. I spend the entire mos-
quito season up at Fulufjället, and will de-
finitely use both the shirt and trousers on 
next summer’s buzzing summer evenings. 

Tommy Lönnebacke
Fulufjällets Nationalparks Camp

FROM FULUFJÄLLET NATIONAL PARK
TOMMY LÖNNEBACKE
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SHORTS PINEWOOD® NAMIBIA TRAVEL 5033

Light weight, highly stretchable, breathable and quick drying shorts. 
Made in an Easy-Care material. Ventilation inside all pockets. Mod-
ern fit. Part of the Pinewood travel series. The material is extra 
suitable for hot and humid climate. Also treated with the Pinewood 
Insect-Stop, long lasting protection from mosquitoes and ticks. Mate-
rial: 94% polyamid, 6% elastan. Available in Green (100), Sand (200). 
Sizes C46-C58

SHIRT PINEWOOD® NAMIBIA TRAVEL S/S – 5339

Short-sleeved, quick-drying shirt. Easy-to-care, light in weight and in 
high stretch material. Ventilation inside yoke. Regular fit. Part of the 
Pinewood travel series. The material is extra suitable for hot and hu-
mid climate. Also treated with the Pinewood Insect-Stop, long lasting 
protection from mosquitoes and ticks. Material: 94% polyamid, 6% 
elastan. Available in Green (100), Sand (200). Sizes: S-3XL

SHIRT PINEWOOD® NAMIBIA TRAVEL L/S –5340

Quick-drying shirt with high stretch and Easy-to-Care material. Light 
in weight. Ventilation inside yoke. Strap to secure rolled up sleeve. 
Regular fit. Part of the Pinewood travel series. The material is extra 
suitable for hot and humid climate. Also treated with the Pinewood 
Insect-Stop, long lasting protection from mosquitoes and ticks. Mate-
rial: 94% polyamid, 6% elastan. Available in Green (100), Sand (200). 
Sizes: S-3XL

TROUSERS 
PINEWOOD® NAMIBIA 
TRAVEL ZIP-OFF  5034

Highly stretchable, 
breathable and quick 
drying pants with zip-off 
function. Light in weight 
and made in an Easy-
Care material. Equipped 
with safety pocket inside 
pants and ventilation in-
side all pockets. Modern 
fit. Part of the Pinewood 
travel series. The materi-
al is extra suitable for hot 
and humid climate. Also 
treated with the Pine-
wood Insect-Stop, long 
lasting protection from 
mosquitoes and ticks. 
Material: 94% polyamid, 
6% elastan. Available 
in Green (100), Sand 
(200). Sizes: C42-C64, 
D92-D124, C148-C158

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® 
SERENGETI  5790

Stylish, affordable hunting 
and outdoor trousers. Great 
fit with a plenty of stretch. 
Timeless design that makes 
this trousers work well even 
for everyday use. There are 
two open front pockets, two 
leg pockets and two back 
pockets with buttons. 97% 
cotton, 3% elastane. Avail-
able in Hunting Olive (713). 
Sizes: C44-C64, D96-D124. 

SHORTS PINEWOOD® 
SERENGETI  5792

Stylish, affordable hunting, 
hiking and outdoor shorts. 
Great fit with a plenty of 
stretch. Timeless design 
that makes this trousers 
work well even for everyday 
use. There are two open 
front pockets, two leg pock-
ets and two back pockets 
with buttons. 97% cotton, 
3% elastane. Available in 
Hunting Olive (713). Sizes: 
C46-C58. Also available as 
trousers, item number 5790.
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SHIRT PINEWOOD® 
SERENGETTI/SAFARI – 
LONG SLEEVE  9796

Long-sleeved shirt in soft 
and pre-washed cotton. 
Perfect shirt for warm 
days and chilly evenings. 
The internal strap makes 
it possible to secure 
rolled up sleeves. Stylish 
and nice with button 
down collar. 100% cotton. 
Available in Green (100). 
Sizes: S-3XL.

SAFARI HAT PINEWOOD® 
CAMP  7478 

Functional hat for adventure trips, 
to the beach or for everyday use. 
Water repellent and UV resis-
tant rip-stop material. The size 
is adjustable in the neck. 100% 
polyamide. Treated with the Pine-
wood Insect-Stop, long lasting 
protection from mosquitoes and 
ticks. Available in Sand (200). 
One size.

NEW

NEW

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® 
TIVEDEN TC-STRETCH 
INSECT-STOP  5017

Water Repellent, iron free 
trousers perfekt for hiking. 
Very comfortable to wear with 
high stretch, elasticated waist, 
adjustable grip fastener and 
grip fastener flaps at bottom 
leg. UV-and Mosquito proof. 
Treated with the Pinewood In-
sect-Stop, long lasting protec-
tion from mosquitoes and ticks. 
Material: 64% polyester, 34% 
cotton, 2% elastan. Available in 
Dark Olive/Suede Brown (186). 
Sizes: C44-C64, D92-D124, 
C148-C158

SHIRT PINEWOOD® TIVEDEN TC-STRETCH INSECT-STOP  5016

Long sleeve shirt in TC-stretch. Modern fit. Made in an Easy-Care 
material.  Treated with the Pinewood Insect-Stop, long lasting protec-
tion from mosquitoes and ticks. Material: 64% polyester, 34% cotton 2% 
elastan. Available in Dark Olive/Suede Brown (186). Sizes: S-3XL

NEW COLOUR

FANTASTIC OUTDOOR  
CLOTHING! ENJOY YOUR DAYS 

OUTDOORS!

The Pinewood® Insect-Stop technology revolutionises the way
in protecting outdoor clothing against insects. The technology 
creates a long-lasting and effective shield/atmosphere around the 
textile fibres which causes most insects to avoid landing on the 
fabric, an added value to the already high functional outdoor gar-
ments in the collection. The active repellent substance IR3535® has 
during more than 30 years been used in insect repellent sprays and 
lotions, only now with new advanced technology, it finally can with 
long-lasting effect be integrated into textiles!

• Outdoor clothing suitable for warm 
climate conditions where quality, 
high level function and focus on 
the outdoor adventure is of upmost 
importance

• High level clothing protection 
against most species mosquitoes, 
ticks, flies and other insects

• UV-protection 

• 2 or 4-way stretch fabrics for extra 
comfort and fit

• Quick-drying effect 

• Multiple pockets

• Light weight and packable 
 

• Zipper closures for extra protection 
of valuables

• IR3535® (Ethyl butylacetylami-
nopropionate) by German Merck 
KGaA is classified as a Biocide, 
non-toxic to aquatic organisms 
such as fish and algae, does not kill 
insects and does not interfere with 
the eco-system nor accumulate in 
the environment. Acts on insects 
olfactory sensory system causing 
insect disorientation, classified in 
the safe category U for humans 
including children and pregnant 
women, approved by EPA (USA), 
ECHA (EU) and WHO.
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WOMEN’S TROUSERS 
PINEWOOD® 
SERENGETI  3790

Stylish hunting, hiking 
and outdoor trousers. 
Feminine cut with plenty 
of stretch. Timeless 
design that makes this 
trousers work well even 
for everyday use. There 
are two open front pock-
ets, two leg pockets and 
two back pockets with 
buttons. Material: 97% 
cotton, 3% elastan. Av-
ailable in Hunting Olive 
(713). Sizes 34-46

WOMEN’S SHIRT PINEWOOD® NAMIBIA TRAVEL  3340

Quick-drying ladies shirt in easy-care material. Light in weight and 
high stretch. Ventilation inside yoke. A-lined cut. Part of the Pine-
wood travel series. The material is extra suitable for hot and humid 
climate. Also treated with the Pinewood Insect-Stop, long lasting 
protection from mosquitoes and ticks. Material: 94% polyamid, 6% 
elastan. Available in Green (100), Sand (200). Sizes: XS-XXL

WOMEN’S TROUSERS 
PINEWOOD® NAMIBIA 
TRAVEL  3029

Highly stretchable, breath-
able and quick drying pant. 
Light in weight and made 
in an Easy-Care material. 
Equipped with safety pocket 
inside pants and ventilation 
inside all pockets. Strap to 
secure rolled up bottom leg. 
Feminine cut. Modern fit. 
Part of the Pinewood travel 
series. The material is extra 
suitable for hot and humid 
climate. Also treated with the 
Pinewood Insect-Stop, long 
lasting protection from mos-
quitoes and ticks. Material: 
94% polyamid, 6% elastan. 
Available in Green (100), 
Sand (200). Sizes: 34-46

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

WOMEN’S SHIRT PINEWOOD® TIVEDEN TC-STRETCH  
INSECT-STOP  3016

Long sleeve shirt in TC-stretch. Femenine cut. Modern fit. Made in 
an Easy-Care material. Treated with the Pinewood Insect-Stop, long 
lasting protection from mosquitoes and ticks. Material: 64% polyester, 
34% cotton 2% elastan. Available in Dark Olive/Suede Brown (186). 
Sizes: XS-XXL

WOMEN’S TROUSERS 
PINEWOOD® TIVEDEN 
TC-STRETCH INSECT-STOP  
3017

Water Repellent, iron free 
trousers perfect for hiking. 
Very comfortable to wear with 
high stretch, elasticated waist, 
adjustable grip fastener flaps at 
bottom leg. UV-and Mosquito 
proof. Treated with the Pine-
wood Insect-Stop, long lasting 
protection from mosquitoes 
and ticks. Material: 64% poly-
ester, 34% cotton, 2% elastan. 
Available in Dark Olive/Suede 
Brown (186). Sizes: 34-46
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LONG SLEEVED SHIRT PINEWOOD® GLENN  5337

Comfortable, quick-drying and Easy-Care shirt in Coolmax® blend 
fabric. Strap to secure rolled up sleeve. Equipped with one hidden zip 
pocket. Modern fit. Material 67% bomull, 33% Coolmax®. Available in 
Offwhite/Green (605). Sizes: S-3XL

SHORT SLEEVED SHIRT PINEWOOD® CLIFF 5338

Straight-cut, short-sleeved shirt in quick-drying bamboo/polyester 
blend, with hidden zip pocket. Modern fit. Easy-Care and cooling mate-
rial. Bamboo is nature’s own superfibre that provides comfortable cool 
and easy-to-wear shirt. Material: 50% bamboo viscose, 50% polyester. 
Available in Green/Orange (120). Sizes: S-3XL

SHIRT PINEWOOD® SUMMER – 2020  9032

Thin shirt is in an easy-care, non-iron material. Pliable and soft poly- 
viscose. A nice shirt perfect for pleasant spring and summer days. 
Button-down collar and one chest pocket. 90% polyester, 10% viscose. 
Available in Green (100), Grey (404), Blue (300), Red (500).  
Sizes: M-5XL.

SHIRT PINEWOOD® HIMALAYA-STRETCH 5336

An incredibly comfortable, thin and flexible shirt in stretch material. 
Button down collar and chest pocket with button. Stylish jacquard details. 
Perfect for both hunting and outdoor. 96% Cotton, 4% Elastane. Details in 
88% Polyester, 12% Polyamide. Available in Suede Brown/Burgundy (247). 
Sizes: S-3XL.

NEW COLOURS

NEW

NEW

SHIRT PINEWOOD® BAMBOO L/S 5330

A comfortable and airy shirt in quick-drying bamboo/polyester blend. 
Bamboo is nature’s own superfibre that provides a comfortable cool and 
easy-to-wear shirt. Mesh in neck provides a airy feeling. Button down 
collar and dual chest pockets with button. Strap to make it possible to 
secure rolled up sleeve. 50% bamboo viscose, 50% polyester. Available in 
Agave/Terracotta (719), Dark Copper/White (570). Sizes: S-3XL.
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SHIRT PINEWOOD® CORNWALL  9435

Exclusive and sturdy flannel shirt. Lined with high-Vent™ mesh for 
extra comfort. Dual chest pockets with flap and a zip pocket. Press 
buttons. Outer fabric 100% cotton, lining 100% polyester. Available in 
Green/Burgundy (190), Dark Brown (211). Sizes: S-4XL.

SHIRT PINEWOOD® DOUGLAS 9436

Functional and stylish flannel shirt lined with highly elastic membrane 
that keeps the weather out. Practical press button closures. Excellent as 
an outer garment, as a windproof shirt underneath a vest or as supple and 
thin outer layer. Seams are not taped. Outer fabric 100% cotton, reinforce-
ments and lining 100% polyester. Available in Green/Dark Green (104), 
Dark Green/Brown (183). Sizes: S-3XL.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

SHIRT PINEWOOD® LUMBO 9525

Shirt in flannel with nice pattern, suitable for both work and leisure. 
Dual chest pockets with buttons. Button-down collar. 100% cotton. 
Available in Green/Black (101), Red/Black (518). Sizes: S-3XL.

SHIRT PINEWOOD® WOLF 5329

An easy-care and comfortable shirt in fitted model. Perfect for the forest 
or after the hunt. Button down collar. Chest pocket with button and 
extra pocket with zipper. Stylish details in jacquard fabric. Just as nice 
stuffed as loose hanging. Strap to make it possible to secure rolled up 
sleeve. 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Details in 88% polyester, 12% polyam-
ide. Available in Hunting Olive (713). Sizes: S-5XL.

NEW COLOUR
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SHIRT PINEWOOD® PRESTWICK EXCLUSIVE  9428

Exclusive durable flannel shirt in great colour. Press button closure. 
Chest pockets with flaps and one safety pocket with zipper. Details in 
imitation suede gives an exclusive feeling. Perfect for both hunting and 
outdoor activities. 100% cotton. Contrast 100% polyester. Available in 
Dark Dive (349). Sizes: S-5XL.

SHIRT PINEWOOD® TEXAS 9126

Flannel shirt at amazingly low price. Perfect as a work shirt, everyday 
and out in the woods. Mixed colors and patterns, and these can vary be-
tween deliveries. Ask for the patterns found in your store. 100% cotton. 
Sizes: S-5XL.

SHIRT PINEWOOD® EDMONTON 5333

A classic soft and comfortable flannel shirt. Button down collar and 
dual practical chest pockets with lid and button. 100% cotton. Availa-
ble in Dark Green Melange (142). Sizes: S-3XL.

SHIRT PINEWOOD® FINNVEDEN 5331

Comfortable shirt in thin and soft flannel. Tighter fit. Button down 
collar and one chest pocket. Strap to make it possible to secure rolled 
up sleeve. 100% cotton. Available in Dark Copper/White (570). 
Sizes: S-3XL.
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SWEATER PINEWOOD® 
FRAZER 5775

A thin and supple jacket/sweater 
in high-elastic power fleece that 
provides maximum flexibility and 
comfort. Brushed inside for a soft 
and comfortable feeling. Practical 
pockets including inner pockets 
and chest pocket with opening for 
antenna/cord. Sleeves with rein-
forced thumb holes. Adjustable 
hem. 95% polyester, 5% elastane. 
Available in Suede Brown/Dark 
Copper (560). Sizes: S-3XL

SWEATER PINEWOOD® HIMALAYA ACTIVE 5773

A thin and supple sweater/hoody in elastic power fleece for max-
imum flexibility and comfort. Brushed inside for a soft and com-
fortable feel. Practical pockets. Arms with reinforced thumb holes. 
Adjustable at bottom hem and hood. 95% polyester, 5% elastane. 
Available in Dark Mustard (579), Dark Dive (349), Hunting Olive 
(713), Dark Anthracite (443). Sizes: S-3XL.

KNITTED JACKET PINEWOOD® GABRIEL  9772

Knitted fleece jacket in stylish melange fabric. Two pockets with zipper. 
Brushed inside for extra comfort. 100% polyester. Available in Dark 
Anthracite Melange (449), Olive Melange (148), Blue Melange (317). 
Sizes: S-3XL.

KNITTED JACKET PINEWOOD® GABRIEL MEMBRANE 5072

Knitted fleece jacket with windproof and water resistant membrane 
that breathes. A very practical jacket that fits both in the forest and 
about town. Seams are not taped. Two side pockets with zipper. 
Adjustable hem. 100% polyester. Available in Olive Melange (148). 
Sizes: S-3XL.

SWEATER PINEWOOD® HURRICANE  9648

Wonderful knitted sweater with high collar and half zip for extra 
comfort. Wind- and water- repellent sweater lined with membrane. The 
membrane is laminated with the highly elastic lining which makes the 
garment very supple and flexible to wear. Seams are not taped. Rein-
forcements on exposed parts. 50% wool, 50% acrylic. Reinforcements 
and lining 100% polyester. Available in Dark Grey Melange (423), Dark 
Green Melange (142), Brown Melange (207). Sizes: S-3XL.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

SWEATER PINEWOOD® 
NEW STORMY  9547

Windproof knitted sweater 
with a high and comfortable 
wind-resistant collar. A 
short zip provides the best 
comfort. Hard-wearing re-
inforcements on shoulders 
and elbows. 50% wool, 50% 
acrylic. Reinforecements 
and lining 100% polyamide. 
Available in Brown Melange 
(207). Sizes: XS-4XL.

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR
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POLO SHIRT PINEWOOD® RAMSEY 
COOLMAX®  9458

Comfortable and easy care polo shirt in 
Coolmax® fiber. Fast-drying and mois-
ture-wicking. 60% polyester, 40% cool-
max. Available in Green (100), Black (400). 
Sizes: S-3XL.

SWEATER PINEWOOD® TIVEDEN LIGHT 
CAMOU  5274

Comfortable sweater/jacket with collar, and 
zipper which fits perfectly like a sweater, 
jacket or as an mid layer on a day trip or on 
a chilly evening. On the inside it is soft and 
comfortable and has a material that venti-
lates exceedingly well. A universal sweater 
with great comfort and good breathability. 
Nicely designed in True Timber Strata 
Camou. Made of high elastic powerfleece 
for added pliability and comfort. One chest 
pocket equipped with antenna/cord opening 
and two hand pockets on the front, all with 
zip. 100% polyester. Available in Strata/
Suede Brown (974). Sizes: S-3XL.

SWEATER 
PINEWOOD®  
CAMOU 5276

Camou pattern hooded 
top in soft sweatshirt 
fabric with soft brushed 
inside, kangaroo pocket 
and ribbing at the cuffs 
and hem. Regular fit. 
Also available in large 
sizes. This garment has 
been manufactured to 
the Oeko-Tex® standard. 
Material: 80% cotton, 
20% polyester. Availalbe 
in Jungle (958).  
Sizes: S-5XL

NEW

NEW

SWEATER  PINEWOOD® FISHING 5776

Hooded top in soft sweatshirt fabric with soft brushed inside, kangaroo 
pocket and ribbing at the cuffs and hem. Regular fit. Fishing motif at 
the back and sleeve. Also available in large sizes. This garment has been 
manufactured to the Oeko-Tex® standard. Material: 80% cotton, 20% 
polyester. Available in Green (100), Dark Anthracite (443). Sizes: S-5XL
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T-SHIRT PINEWOOD® LONG 
SLEEVE 2-PACK 7447

T-shirt with long sleeves in good qual-
ity 180 gram cotton. A perfect garment 
when a regular t-shirt is too cold or 
you need a little more in that moment. 
Delivered in 2-pack. 90% cotton, 10% 
polyester. Available in Green (100). 
Sizes: S-5XL.

PINEWOOD® T-SHIRT 2-PACK  
9447

Quality T-shirt in 180 gram 90% 
cotton, 10% polyester. Lycra in collar. 
Sold in 2-pack. Available in Green 
(100). Sizes: S-3XL.

T-SHIRT PINEWOOD® OUTDOOR LIFE  5445

A soft and comfortable unisex T-shirt in 180 g eco-friendly cotton. 
Pinewood print on the chest. Available in colours inspired by nature. 
Round neckline. Suitable for everyday use as well as work or for outdoor 
activities. Made in 100% eco-friendly cotton. Available in Dark Anthra-
cite (443), Dark Copper (566), Hunting Olive (713). Sizes: S-5XL.

T-SHIRT PINEWOOD® 3-PACK  5447

Soft and comfortable T-shirt in natural colours. 160 gram cotton. Classic 
fit. With a stylish and discreet Pinewood branded embroidery on the 
chest. Supplied in a multi-coloured 3-pack. Made in 100% cotton. Com-
plete your outdoor outfit with these fine Pinewood T-shirts. 100% cotton. 
3-pack: Green/Hunting Brown/Khaki (720). Sizes: S-5XL.

NEW NEW

NEW

NEWNEW

NEW

T-SHIRT PINEWOOD® 3-PACK 
OUTDOOR  5448

3-pack round-necked t-shirts 
(L.Grey/D.Dive/D.Mustard), made 
from a soft cotton blend. Straight-
cut. Also available in large sizes. This 
garment has been manufactured to 
the Oeko-Tex® standard. Material: 
60% cotton, 40% polyester. Available 
in Light Grey/Dark Dive/Dark Mus-
tard (450). Sizes: XS-5XL

T-SHIRT PINEWOOD® 
OUTDOOR 5575

Straight-cut t-shirt with 
an outdoor motif on the 
chest. Round-necked. This 
garment has been manu-
factured to the Oeko-Tex® 
standard. Material: 60% 
cotton, 40% polyester. 
Available in Blue Melange 
(317). Sizes S-3XL

T-SHIRT PINEWOOD® 
FUNCTION 5578

Round-necked sports 
t-shirt in fast-dry-
ing functional fabric. 
Straight-cut. Also 
available in large sizes. 
This garment has been 
manufactured to the 
Oeko-Tex® standard. 
Material 100% polyester. 
Available in Hunting Oli-
ve (713). Sizes: S-5XL

T-SHIRT PINEWOOD® 
TREE 5415

Straight-cut t-shirt with a 
Pinewood motif. Round-
necked. This garment has 
been manufactured to the 
Oeko-Tex® standard. Ma-
terial: 60% cotton, 40% 
polyester. Available in Grey 
Melange (408). Sizes: S-3XL

T-SHIRT  PINEWOOD® 
HUNTING 5576

Straight-cut t-shirt, made 
from 100% cotton, with 
a hunting motif. Round-
necked. This garment has 
been manufactured to the 
Oeko-Tex® standard. Mate-
rial: 100% cotton. Available 
in Green (100). Sizes: S-3XL

T-SHIRT  PINEWOOD® 
FISHING 5577

Straight-cut t-shirt with an 
open chest pocket and a fishing 
motif on the back. This gar-
ment has been manufactured 
to the Oeko-Tex® standard. 
Material: 100% cotton. Avai-
lable in Hunting Olive (713). 
Sizes: S-3XL
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FLEECE JACKET PINEWOOD® WILDMARK MEMBRANE 5066

Wind- and waterproof fleece jacket in silent and smooth 240 grams 
anti-pilling fleece. Two side pockets, inner pocket and chest pocket 
with opening for antenna/cord. Adjustable hem. Details in imita-
tion suede gives an exclusive feeling. 100% polyester. Taped seams. 
Available in Hunting Brown/Suede Brown (242), Black/Black 
(425). Sizes: S-3XL.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

NEW

FLEECE JACKET PINEWOOD® MICCO 5170

Soft fleece jacket with zipper and ventilation along the sides. 
Chestpocket and two hand pockets, all with zippers. 180 g. 
Anti-pilling fleece. Material: 100% polyester. Available in Dark 
Olive (128), Dark Dive (349), Black (400). Sizes: S-5XL
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FLEECE JACKET PINEWOOD® PRESTWICK EXCLUSIVE  5067

Warm and comfortable fleece that has that little extra. Details in imitation 
suede gives an exclusive feeling. 240 grams anti-pilling fleece. Two side 
pockets and one chest pocket with zipper. Adjustable hem. 100% polyes-
ter. Available in Olive Melange/Suede Brown (702). Sizes: S-3XL.

FLEECE JACKET PINEWOOD® RETRIEVER 9495

Comfortable and stylish windproof fleece jacket in 240 g anti-pilling 
fleece. Two side pockets and inside pocket. Reinforcements in suede im-
itation. Full zipper. Adjustable hem. Fabric 100% polyester. Lining 100% 
polyamide. Available in Dark Olive/Suede Brown (186). Sizes: S-3XL.

FLEECE SWEATER PINEWOOD® TIVEDEN  5069

A thin and comfortable fleece sweater/jacket in 180 g anti-pilling fleece. 
Perfect as thinner outerwear or as a warming reinforcement garment. 
Comfortable collar with half zip. 100% polyester. Available in Spring Blue 
(342), Black (400), Hunting Green (114), Suede Brown (241). Sizes: S-3XL.

FLEECE VEST PINEWOOD® PIRSCH  9564

Thin and comfortable fleece vest. Zipped breast pocket. Perfect as an 
extra layer or perfect on be itself. 100% polyester. Available in Hunting 
Green (114). Sizes: S-4XL.

FLEECE JACKET PINEWOOD® FINNVEDEN  5065

Comfortable and stylish base fleece in 230 grams anti-pilling fleece. 
Perfect as a thin jacket or as warming second layer. Two practical side 
pockets and one chest pocket with zipper. Adjustable hem. 100% polyes-
ter. Available in Green (100), Black (400). Sizes: S-5XL.

FLEECE JACKET PINEWOOD® OVIKEN  8761

Warm and comfortable fleece jacket for hunting or leisure! Chest pocket 
with zip. Adjustable hem. 100% polyester. Available in Realtree Xtra® 
Camou/Hunting Green (962), Realtree AP Blaze HD®/Hunting Green 
(932). Sizes: S-5XL
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PINEWOOD® SOU’-WESTER STORM  9113

Functional classic sou’-wester manufactured in our puncture-resistant 
and hard-wearing PU coated elastic tricot. Keeps the rain away from 
your head and prevents rain drops from running down your neck. Ad-
justable with strap. 100% PU, 100% polyester. Available in Green (100), 
Black (400). Sizes: M, L, XL.

PONCHO/CAPE PINEWOOD® GUSTAV  9163

Practical rain cape with rain cover for hunters telescopic sights and 
for bird watchers binoculars. The signal orange hood is perfect for 
the hunter when it is rainy and chilly and when visibility is of utmost 
importance. Fleece-lined hand warmer pocket. Fixed hood. 100% PU 
with high elastic polyester knit fabric. Available in Green (100), Green/
Orange (120). One size.

Water coloumn:
>8.000 mm

Water coloumn:
>8.000 mm
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RAIN JACKET PINEWOOD® GREMISTA 5001

A longer rain jacket in high elastic and quality Soft Rain-Flex™ PU tricot. 
Pockets with flaps and placket that covers the zipper for extra protection 
in really bad weather. Fixed, adjustable hood with reinforced brim that 
prevents rain hitting your glasses or your face. The hood can be folded in 
to the collar. Ventilation under the arms, 100% PU. 100% polyester tricot 
lining. Available in Green (100), Black (400). Sizes: S-3XL.

RAIN TROUSERS PINEWOOD® NOSS 5002

A practical pant in high elastic and quality Soft Rain-Flex™ PU tricot. 
Adjustable buckle at the waist included. Adjustable legs bottoms. 100% 
PU. 100% polyester tricot lining. Available in Green (100), Black (400). 
Sizes: S-3XL.

PINEWOOD® RAIN CHAPS  
9261

Rain chaps manufactured in the 
same puncture-resistant and 
quiet fabric as the rain set and 
poncho. Adjustable length. 100% 
PU, 100% polyester. Available in 
Green (100). One Size

PONCHO PINEWOOD® RAINFALL 9661 

Light-weight poncho with taped seams. Practical for all outdoor life, be 
it cycling, hiking, hunting or attending a concert. Fixed hood. Storage 
bag included. 100% polyester. Available in Black (400), Green (100), 
Orange (504). One size.

RAIN SET PINEWOOD® TORNADO EXTREME  9862

A rain and recreation set suitable for foul-weather protection. Highly 
functional in heavy rain. Breathable, puncture-resistant and hard-wear-
ing, rip-stop reinforced outer fabric. Light weight and comfortable to 
wear. Removable, adjustable hood. 2-way zip. Taped seams. Lined with 
an airy and light mesh lining that helps to maintain a comfortable body 
environment. 100% polyester. Lining 100% polyester, coating 100% PU. 
Available in Green (100), Black (400). Sizes: XS-XXL

BIB´N BRACE TROUSERS 
PINEWOOD® NOSS  5132

Waterproof Bib & Brace 
fishing trousers at a com-
petitive price. Somewhat 
larger in size to be able 
to apply multiple layers 
underneath. This is an easy 
and flexible Bib & Brace 
pant that keeps you dry 
during your fishing activi-
ties. Taped seams. Highly 
stretchable and adjustable 
braces. Perfect for your 
next fishing outing. 100% 
polyester. Coating: PU. 
Available in Green (100). 
Sizes: S-3XL.

Water coloumn:
>8.000 mm

Water coloumn:
>8.000 mm

Water coloumn:
>8.000 mm

Water coloumn:
>8.000 mm

Water coloumn:
>8.000 mm

Respiration:
2.000 g/m²/24h  (ASTM)

Water coloumn:
>12.000 mm

Respiration:  
20.000 g/m²/24h (ASTM)
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WOMEN’S JACKET PINEWOOD® TIVEDEN TC-STRETCH  3096

Durable and windproof jacket in modern design for both everyday use 
and an active outdoor life. A jacket that fits perfectly for work as well as 
outdoors.  This jacket is manufactured in TC-stretch fabric for maxi-
mum comfort and breathability. The fabric is quick drying and treated 
with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt 
repellent properties. The jacket is equipped with a bellow at the back, 
this together with its elastic features gives a pleasant and comfortable 
fit. The jacket has two chest pockets, one inner pocket and two hand 
pockets all with zippers. Sleeve are easy to adjust with grip fastener. 
Adjustable bottom hem. The fixed hood is adjustable from both sides 
in front and also with a strap at the back. Feminine cut. 64% Polyester, 
34%, cotton, 2% elastan. 64 % Polyester, 34%, cotton, 2% elastan.  Avail-
able in Dark Olive/Suede Brown (186), Dark Dive (346). Sizes: XS-XXL.

WOMEN’S JACKET PINEWOOD® CARIBOU TC EXTREME 3189 

Practical and sturdy wind and waterproof outdoor jacket that can handle 
really bad weather. Made in our own durable and breathable TC-Lite. 
Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water 
and dirt repellent properties. Taped seams. The jacket is equipped with 
4-way stretch in sides, forearms and back yoke for added flexibility. Fem-
inine cut. Lined with High-Vent ™ mesh for added comfort. Chest pocket 
with water repellant zippers. Inside pocket. Detachable, adjustable and 
waterproof hood with reinforced brim for perfect fit. Adjustable hem. 
Cuffs with grip fastener. Stretch fabric in 92% polyester, 8% elastane. 
Lining 100% polyester, 100% polyamide. Available in Suede Brown/Dark 
Copper (560), Black (400), Dark Olive (128). Sizes: XS-XXL.

Water coloumn:  >10.000 mm
Respiration:  14.000 g/m²/24h  (ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

Water coloumn:  >10.000 mm
Respiration:  14.000 g/m²/24h  (ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

WOMEN’S JACKET PINEWOOD® ISABERG   9358

Wind- and waterproof leisure jacket in great design! This amazingly 
stretchshell fabric with effective lamination of the function membrane 
has created an incredibly nice and light feeling with this jacket. Fixed, 
waterproof hood with brim. Extended back. Water protected inner 
pocket with zipper. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® 
Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. Taped seams. Feminine 
cut. 100% polyester. Lining 100% polyester, 100% polyamide. Available in 
Red/Dark red (533). Sizes: XS-XXL.

NEW COLOUR
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WOMEN’S JACKET PINEWOOD® TELLUZ  3213

A lightweight, wind- and waterproof 3-layer jacket with fixed, adjustable 
hood. Taped seams. It’s a great jacket for an active outdoor adventure or 
everyday use. This is a jacket that can handle an exceptional rainy and 
windy day. One-way zipper in the opening, dual chest pockets, two hand 
pockets, all with zippers. On the sides there are ventilation openings 
and the jackets width is adjustable with a strap at the bottom. Treated 
with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt 
repellent properties. 100% polyester. Available in Dark Anthracite (443). 
Sizes: XS-XXL. 

WOMEN’S JACKET PINEWOOD® ISABERG 2.0  3358

Wind- and waterproof leisure jacket in great design! This amazingly 
stretchy shell fabric with effective lamination of the membrane has 
created an incredibly nice and light feeling with this jacket. Fixed, ad-
justable, waterproof hood. Extended back. Water protected inner pocket 
with zipper. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for 
extra water and dirt repellent properties. Feminine cut. Taped seams. 
100% polyester. Available in Dark Dive (349). Sizes: XS-XXL.

Water coloumn:  >10.000 mm
Respiration:  14.000 g/m²/24h  (ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

Water coloumn:  >18.000 mm
Respiration:  22.000 g/m²/24h  (ASTM: 8.000 g/m²/24h)

WOMEN`S JACKET PINEWOOD® FINNVEDEN HYBRID EXTREME 
3300

Wind- and waterproof jacket in stretchy waxed TC-material. Equipped 
with high collar and components in 4-way stretch for extra pliability. 
Lined with High-Ventilation™ mesh and provided with ventilation 
openings in the sides to give excellent breathability. Fixed, adjustable 
hood with brim. Taped seams and water-repellent zipper. Water-repel-
lent chest pocket with zipper. Adjustable hem. Cuffs adjustable with 
grip fastener. Feminine cut. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic 
Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. 96% polyam-
ide, 4% elastane. Contrasts in 64% polyester, 34% cotton, 2% elastane. 
Available in Black/Dark Anthracite (407), Dark Anthracite/Mustard 
(448), Red/Dark Tomato (576).  Sizes: XS-XXL.

WOMEN’S PADDED 
OUTDOOR VEST 
PINEWOOD® 
DELBERT  3515

Windproof, pow-
er-fleece vest. Padded 
for extra warmth. 
Equipped with spa-
cious pockets with 
zippers. Treated with 
organic and fluorocar-
bon free impregnation 
- Bionic Finish® Eco 
for extra water and dirt 
repellent properties. 
Material: 100% poly-
amid. Details in 95% 
polyester 5% elastan. 
Padding 100% polyes-
ter. Available in Dark 
Anthracite (443), Suede 
Brown (241). Sizes: 
XS-XXL

NEW

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h  
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)
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Water coloumn:  >18.000 mm
Respiration:  22.000 g/m²/24h  (ASTM: 8.000 g/m²/24h)

WOMEN’S TROUSERS PINEWOOD® BRENTON  3402

Functional outdoor pants in 4-way stretch, with good ventilation 
parts in the seat and in the lower parts of the legs. Light in weight. 
Windproof and water repellent. Equipped with membrane in the 
seat and from the knees down. Four pocket design with zipper clos-
ing. Adjustable waist. Boot hooks. No taped seams. Treated with 
organic and fluorocarbon free impregnation - Bionic Finish® Eco 
for extra water and dirt repellent qualities. Suitable for Allround, 
Fishing, Dog Sports, Hiking. Material: 72% polyamid, 20% polyes-
ter, 8% elastin. Contrast 100% polyester. Available in Dark Olive/
Suede Brown (186), Black (400), Terracotta/Dark Anthracite (585), 
Hunting Olive/Leaf (726). Sizes: 34-46

WOMEN’S TROUSERS 
PINEWOOD® FINNVEDEN 
TIGHT  3388

Perfect leisure trousers with 
good breathability in fitted 
size, suitable for both work 
and leisure. Made in our own 
durable and water repellent 
TC-Lite™. Treated with 
organic impregnation-Bionic 
Finish® Eco for extra water 
and dirt repellent properties. 
Articulated knees for extra 
comfort. Several practical 
pockets e.g. dual leg pockets 
with lid. Elastic waist for great 
fit. 65% polyester, 35% cotton. 
Available in Dark Olive (128), 
Black (400). Sizes: 34-46. 

WOMEN’S TROUSERS 
PINEWOOD® HIMALAYA   
9385

Hiking and trekking trousers 
made in our own wear-re-
sistant, water repellent and 
Highly breathable TC-Lite™. 
Treated with organic impreg-
nation-Bionic Finish® Eco for 
extra water and dirt repellent 
properties. The trousers 
have an elastic stretch fabric 
on knees and back for com-
fort and flexibility. Opening 
ventilation behind the exterior 
leg pockets. Adjustable leg 
bottoms. Stretchmaterial 92% 
polyester, 8% elastane. Avail-
able in Dark Olive/Black (133), 
Black (400). Sizes: 34-46, 
34S-46S.

NEW
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WOMEN’S TROUSERS PINEWOOD® LAPPMARK ULTRA  3400

Windproof and airy outdoor trousers. Fitted size. Rich features of 4-way 
stretch making them very comfortable to wear. The trousers are equipped 
with a waterproof membrane from the upper knee to the bottom of the 
leg. Stretch fabric within knee area. Treated with organic impregna-
tion-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. 
Several functional pockets. Strap with plastic hook in leg bottom to attach 
the trousers to the shoe. Leg opening with zipper and adjustable with 
grip fastener. 92% polyester, 8% elastane. Available in Dark Anthracite 
(443). Sizes: 34-46, 34S-46S.

Water coloumn:
>15.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

WOMEN’S TROUSERS PINEWOOD® CARIBOU TC EXTREME 3185

Wind- and waterproof outdoor and hiking trousers in fitted size. Made 
in our own durable TC-Lite™. Treated with organic impregnation-Bi-
onic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. Taped 
seams. The trousers have sturdy elements of 4-way stretch material on 
the knee and back for optimal comfort. Opening ventilation for extra air 
flow. Dual leg pockets with zipper and elastic waist. Feminine cut. Ar-
ticulated knees. Adjustable leg hems with grip fastener. Water repellent 
zippers.  Stretch material in 92% polyester, 8% elastane. Available in 
Black/Black (425). Sizes: 34-46.

NEW

WOMEN’S TROUSERS PINEWOOD® TIVEDEN TC-STRETCH 
INSECT-STOP  3017

Water Repellent, iron free trousers perfect for hiking. Very comfortable 
to wear with high stretch, elasticated waist, adjustable grip fastener 
flaps at bottom leg. UV-and Mosquito proof. Treated with the Pinewood 
Insect-Stop, long lasting protection from mosquitoes and ticks. Mate-
rial: 64% polyester, 34% cotton, 2% elastan. Available in Dark Olive/
Suede Brown (186). Sizes: 34-46
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WOMEN’S TROUSERS 
PINEWOOD® CARIBOU 
CAMOU TC 3285

Outdoor- and hiking trousers 
in modern camouflage pattern. 
Fitted size. Made in our own 
durable water repellent TC-Lite. 
Treated with organic impregna-
tion-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra 
water and dirt repellent proper-
ties. The trousers have substan-
tial elements of elastic 4-way 
stretch material on the knees and 
back for maximum flexibility and 
comfort. Opening ventilation for 
additional air flow. Dual leg pock-
ets with zipper. Elastic waist. 
Articulated knees. Leg adjustable 
with grip fastener. Stretch fabric 
in 92% polyester, 8% elastane. 
Available in Black Jungle/Black 
(963). Sizes: 34-46.

WOMEN’S TROUSERS 
PINEWOOD® WILDMARK 
STRETCH 9347

Our ultimate outdoor trousers for 
all kinds of adventures, out hiking, 
in the wilderness or in everyday 
life. Functional pants with slimmer 
fit, great comfort perfect for all 
activities imaginable! Highly elastic 
4-way stretch material provides 
a very good pliability. Reinforced 
with our own TC-Lite™. Dual leg 
pockets with zipper and elastic 
waist. Adjustable leg hems with zip 
and practical quick lock. Treated 
with organic impregnation-Bionic 
Finish® Eco for extra water and 
dirt repellent properties. Stretch 
fabric 96% polyester, 4% elastane. 
Available in Moss Green/Dark 
Olive (172), Black/Black (425). 
Sizes: 34-46.

WOMEN’S TROUSERS PINEWOOD® 
CARIBOU TC  3085

Outdoor/hiking trousers made in our 
own durable water repellent TC-Lite™ 
fabric. Tighter fit. Treated with organic 
impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for 
extra water and dirt repellent properties. 
The trousers has an elastic 4-way stretch 
material on the knee and back for greater 
fit and comfort. Opening ventilation 
for extra air flow. Dual leg pockets with 
zippers and elastic waistband. Articu-
lated knees. 65% polyester, 35% cotton. 
Stretch material in 92% polyester, 8% 
elastane. Available in Mustard/Dark 
Anthracite (573), Dark Olive (128), Moss 
Green/Black (153), Blue/Grey (341), 
Black/Black (425), Fuchsia/Grey (544). 
Sizes: 34-46, 34S-46S.

WOMEN’S TROUSERS 
PINEWOOD® CARIBOU HUNT 
3985

Hunting- and outdoor trousers 
in fitted size, feminine cut. The 
trousers have sturdy elements of 
4-way stretch material on knee 
and back for optimal comfort. 
Treated with organic impreg-
nation-Bionic Finish® Eco for 
extra water and dirt repellent 
properties. Articulated knees, 
dual leg pockets with zipper and 
openable ventilation for extra air 
flow. Elastic waist. Leg hems have 
zip and are adjustable with grip 
fastener. 88% polyester, 12% poly-
amide. Contrasts in 92% polyes-
ter, 8% elastane. Reinforcements 
at leg bottoms 100% polyamide. 
Available in Suede Brown/Dark 
Olive (244). Sizes: 34-46.

WOMEN’S SHORTS PINEWOOD® WILDMARK STRETCH 9346

 Functional shorts with great comfort perfect for all conceivable wilder-
ness adventures! Highly elastic 4-way stretch material provides a good 
pliability. Details in TC-Lite™. Double leg pockets with zipper and elastic 
waist. Treated with an ecological impregnation - Bionic Finish® Eco for 
extra water- and dirt repellent properties. Stretch fabric 96% polyester, 
4% elastane. Available in Black (400). Sizes: 34-46.
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WOMEN’S FLEECE JACKET PINEWOOD® DIANA EXCLUSIVE 3067

Warm and comfortable fleece that has that little extra. Details in imita-
tion suede and quilted yoke gives an exclusive feeling. 240 g anti-pilling 
fleece. Two side pockets and one chest pocket with zipper. Adjustable 
hem. Feminine cut for optimal fit. 100% polyester. Available in Olive 
Melange/Suede Brown (702). Sizes: XS-XXL.

WOMEN’S KNITTED JACKET PINEWOOD® GABRIELLA 
MEMBRANE 3072

Knitted fleece jacket with windproof and water repellent membrane that 
breathes. A very practical jacket that fits both in the forest and in town. 
Feminine cut. Seams are not taped. Two side pockets with zipper. Adjust-
able hem. 100% polyester. Available in Dark Grey Melange (423), Olive 
Melange (148). Sizes: XS-XXL.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

WOMEN’S FLEECE JACKET PINEWOOD® GABRIELLA 9372

Stylish knitted fleece jacket that is brushed inside for extra comfort. Fem-
inine cut for optimal fit. Can be used as thin jacket or as second layer. Two 
pockets with zipper. 100% polyester. Available in Dark Tomato Melange 
(577), Olive Melange (148). Sizes: XS-XXL.

WOMEN’S SWEATER PINEWOOD® HIMALAYA  ACTIVE 3773

A thin and supple sweater in high elastic power fleece for maximum 
flexibility and comfort. Brushed inside for a soft and comfortable feel. 
Practical pockets. Arms with reinforced thumb holes. Adjustable at bot-
tom hem and hood. Feminin cut. 95% polyester, 5% elastane. Available in 
Hunting Olive (713), Dark Anthracite (443) Sizes: XS-XXL.

WOMEN’S FLEECE JACKET PINEWOOD® WILDMARK MEMBRANE 
3066

Wind- and waterproof fleece jacket in silent and smooth 240 grams 
anti-pilling fleece. Two side pockets, inner pocket and chest pocket with 
opening for antenna/cord. Adjustable hem. Details in imitation suede 
gives an extra exclusive feeling. Feminine cut for perfect fit. Taped seams. 
100% polyester. Available in Hunting Brown/Suede Brown (242), Black/
Black (425). Sizes: XS-XXL.

WOMEN’S T-SHIRT PINEWOOD® OUTDOOR LIFE  3445

Fitted t-shirt in soft cotton with a Pinewood motif on the chest. Round-
necked. Feminine cut. This garment has been manufactured to the Oe-
ko-Tex® standard. Material: 100 % cotton. Available in Coral (578), Dark 
Anthracite (443). Sizes: XS-XXL

NEW

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)
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WOMEN’S FLEECE JACKET PINEWOOD® FINNVEDEN 3065

Comfortable and stylish fleece jacket in 230 grams anti-pilling fleece. 
Perfect as a thin jacket or as warming reinforcement garments. Two 
practical side pockets and one chest pocket with zipper. Feminine cut. 
Adjustable hem. 100% polyester. Available in Green (100), Burgundy 
(503). Sizes: XS-XXL.

WOMEN’S FLEECE SWEATER PINEWOOD® TIVEDEN 3069

A thin and comfortable fleece jacket in 180 grams anti-pilling fleece. 
Perfect as thinner outerwear or as a warming reinforcement garment. 
Feminine cut. Comfortable collar with half zip. 100% polyester. Available 
in Suede Brown (241), Black (400). Sizes: XS-XXL.

WOMEN’S KNITTED SWEATER PINEWOOD® HURRICANE  9349

Wonderful sweater with high collar and half zip for extra comfort. Cut 
for extra feminine fit. Wind- and water- repellent sweater lined with 
membrane. The membrane is laminated with the highly elastic lining 
which makes the garment very supple and flexible to wear. Seams are 
not taped. Reinforcements on exposed parts. 50% wool, 50% acrylic. 
Reinforcements in 100% polyamide. Available in Dark Burgundy Me-
lange (563), Dark Grey Melange (423) and Dark Green Melange (142). 
Sizes: XS-XXL.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

WOMEN’S FLEECE JACKET PINEWOOD® MICCO  3170

Soft fleece jacket with zipper and ventilation along the sides. Chest 
and hand pockets, all with zippers. 180 g. Anti-pilling fleece Modern 
fit. Material: 100% polyester. Available in Dark Olive (128), Dark Dive 
(349), Black (400). Sizes:XS-XXL

NEW

WOMEN’S POLO 
PINEWOOD® 
RAMSEY 
COOLMAX 9318

Quick-drying and 
wrinkle free polo 
in Coolmax® fabric. 
60% polyester/40% 
Coolmax®. Available 
in Green(100). 
Sizes: XS-XXL.
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WOMEN´S CAP PINEWOOD® ANDORRA 9399

Nice cap manufactured in our water repellant TC-material. Treated with 
organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repel-
lent properties. Adjustable with grip fastener. Available in Fuchsia (556), 
Grey (404). One size.

WOMEN’S FLANNEL SHIRT PINEWOOD® FELICIA  9327

Stylish and feminine cut shirt in brushed cotton flannel. Dual chest pock-
ets. Strap to secure rolled up sleeves if necessary. 100% cotton. Available 
in Green/Blue (122). Sizes: XS-XXL.

WOMEN’S SHIRT PINEWOOD® CUMBRIA  9328

Stylish and feminine cut shirt in easy-care material. Single chest pocket 
without flap. The internal strap makes it possible to secure rolled up 
sleeves. 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Available in Offwhite/Coral (614). 
Sizes: XS-XXL.

WOMEN’S SHIRT PINEWOOD® PRESTWICK EXCLUSIVE 3428

Exclusive and durable flannel shirt with feminine fit in great colours. 
Press button closure. Chest pockets with flaps and one safety pocket 
with zipper. Details in imitation suede gives an exclusive feeling. Perfect 
for both hunting and outdoor activities. 100% cotton. Contrast 100% 
polyester. Available in Dark Dive (349), Dark Olive/Dark Burgundy 
(715). Sizes: S-XXL.

WOMEN’S SHIRT PINEWOOD® MARIBOR TC 3531

An easy to wear, soft and comfortable shirt in fitted size. Feminine cut. 
Suits the forest or for the ”after-hunt”. Practical chest pockets with 
button. 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Available in Offwhite/Dark Burgundy 
(613). Sizes: XS-XXL.

NEW COLOUR
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KIDS TROUSERS PINEWOOD® CARIBOU HUNT  6885

Hunting and outdoor trousers in fitted size. The trousers have sturdy 
elements of elastic 4-way stretch on knee and back for maximum 
flexibility and comfort. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic 
Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. Articulated 
knees. Dual leg pockets with zipper. Openable leg bottoms, adjustable 
with grip fastener. (Size 104-140 with adjustable elastic string). 88% 
polyester, 12% polyamide. Contrasts 92% polyester, 8% elastane. Re-
inforcements at leg 100% polyamide. Available in Suede Brown/Dark 
Olive (244). Sizes: 116/6-176/16.

KIDS TROUSERS PINEWOOD® CARIBOU TC  6085

Practical and functional leisure trousers for our children! Made in our 
own breathable and durable water repellent TC-Lite. Treated with 
organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repel-
lent properties. The trousers have substantial elements of elastic 4-way 
stretch on the knees and back for maximum flexibility and comfort. 
Articulated knees. Dual leg pockets with zipper. Elastic waist (Size 
104-140 with adjustable elastic string). Leg adjustable with grip fastener. 
65% polyester, 35% cotton. Stretch fabric in 92% polyester, 8% elastane. 
Available in Fuchsia/Grey (544), Mid Green/Moss Green (195), Black/
Black (425). Sizes: 116/6-176/16.

JACKET PINEWOOD® THELON PADDED KIDS 6513

Supple jacket in high-elastic power fleece that provides maximum 
flexibility and comfort. Padded and windproof on the front and back. 
Brushed fleece inside sleeves. Practical pockets including inner pocket. 
Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for water and 
dirt repellent properties. 95% polyester, 5% elastane. Contrasts 100% 
polyamide. Available in Dark Dive (349). Sizes: 116/6-176/16.

KIDS FLEECE SHIRT 
PINEWOOD® CANADA  
6069

Comfortable and stylish 
fleece shirt in anti-pilling 
fleece. Perfect as a thin 
jacket or as a second layer. 
Pocket with zipper. Com-
plete with longer back. 
100% polyester. Available 
in Red/Black (518). Sizes: 
116/6-176/16.

KIDS SWEATER PINEWOOD® HURRICANE  6648

Wonderful sweater with high collar and half zip for extra comfort. Wind-
proof and water repellent with membrane. The membrane is laminated 
with the highly elastic lining which makes the garment very supple and 
flexible to wear. Seams are not taped. Reinforcements on elbows and 
shoulders. 50% wool, 50% acrylic. Reinforcements and lining in 100% 
polyester. Available in Dark Green Melange (142). Sizes: 116/6-176/16.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)
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KIDS JACKET PINEWOOD® LAPPLAND EXTREME  9993

A wind- and waterproof jacket made in our own durable TC-1200™ 
material. Breathable membrane. The membrane is laminated with a 
lightly brushed lining. Taped seams. Treated with organic impregna-
tion-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. 
Several practical pockets. Removable, adjustable hood with brim. Ad-
justable waistband. Reinforcements and lining 100% polyester. Avail-
able in Moss Green/Black (153). Sizes: 104/4-176/16.

KIDS KNITTED JACKET PINEWOOD® GABRIEL/GABRIELLA  
9976

Knitted fleece jacket in stylish melange fabric. Brushed inside for 
comfort. Two pockets with zipper. 100% polyester. Available in Olive 
Melange (148). Sizes: 116/6-176/16.

KIDS  TROUSERS PINEWOOD® LAPPLAND EXTREME  9983

Functional trousers in TC-1200™ material. Treated with organic impreg-
nation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. 
Lined with a wind and waterproof, breathable membrane. Taped seams. 
Sturdy reinforcements on knee and seat. Articulated knees. Elastic waist 
for extra comfort and fit. (Size 104-140 with adjustable elastic string). 
Adjustable leg bottoms. Several practical pockets. Reinforcements 100% 
polyester, lining 100% polyester. Available in Moss Green/Black (153). 
Sizes: 104/4-176/16.

KIDS TROUSERS 
PINEWOOD® LAPPLAND 
CAMOU  6985

Functional trousers in nice 
camouflage pattern. Perfect 
for our kids! Reinforcements 
on knees and rear. Articulat-
ed knees for optimal fit. Leg 
adjustable with grip fastener. 
Several practical pockets. 
Elastic waist for extra comfort 
and fit. (Size 104-140 with 
adjustable elastic string). 
Made in our own durable and 
airy TC-Lite®. Treated with 
organic impregnation-Bionic 
Finish® Eco for extra water 
and dirt repellent properties. 
Reinforcements in 100% 
polyester. Available in Black 
Jungle/Black (963). Sizes: 
104/4-176/16.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

KIDS FLEECE JACKET PINEWOOD® FINNVEDEN 6065

Comfortable and nice base fleece in 230 g anti-pilling fleece. Perfect for 
our kids as a thin jacket or as warming second layer. Two practical side 
pockets and one chest pocket with zipper. Adjustable hem. 100% polyes-
ter. Available in Green (100), Black (400). Sizes: 116/6–176/16.
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KIDS JACKET PINEWOOD® CARIBOU TC 6089

Practical and comfortable leisure jacket for our children! The jacket is 
made in our own breathable and durable TC-Lite material. Treated with 
organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repel-
lent properties.The jacket is equipped with 4-way stretch sides, forearms 
and back yoke for added flexibility. Lined with High-Vent™ mesh lining 
for added comfort. Chest pocket with zipper and inside pocket. Detach-
able and adjustable hood with reinforced brim for perfect fit. Adjust-
able hem. Cuffs with grip fastener. Stretch fabric in 92% polyester, 8% 
elastane. Available in Black (400), Mid Green/Moss Green (195). Sizes: 
116/6-176/16.

KIDS TROUSERS PINEWOOD® LAPPLAND  9985 

Practical pants for children. Elastic waist for extra comfort and fit. Rein-
forcements on knee and rear. Articulated knees. Adjustable leg bottoms. 
Manufactured in our hard-wearing and airy TC-Lite. Treated with 
organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repel-
lent properties. Several practical pockets. (Size 104-140 with adjustable 
elastic string). Reinforcements 100% polyester. Available in Moss Green/
Black (153), Mid Green/Black (138), Steel Blue/Black (321), Fuchsia/
Black (527), Chili Red/Black (521). Sizes: 104/4-176/16.

KIDS JACKET PINEWOOD® WOLF LITE  6802

Wind- and waterproof jacket. Supple and lightweight. Perfect for the 
younger hunter. Several practical pockets. Adjustable hem. Cuffs ad-
justable with grip fastener. Taped seams. Treated with organic impreg-
nation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. 
100% polyester. Available in Hunting Brown/Suede Brown (242). Sizes: 
104/4–176/16.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

KIDS TROUSERS PINEWOOD® WOLF LITE  6902

Wind- and waterproof trousers. Perfect for the younger hunter. Supple 
and lightweight. Several practical pockets. Taped seams. Elastic waist 
and slightly increased back. Leg bottom adjustable with grip fastener. 
Reinforcements at the leg bottom. Treated with organic impregna-
tion-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. 
100% polyester, reinforcements 100% polyamide. Available in Hunting 
Brown/Suede Brown (242). Sizes: 104/4–176/16.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)
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JACKET PINEWOOD® TROMSÖ WILDMARK  5131

Wind- and waterproof outdoor jacket with good 
breathability and taped seams. Waterproof, removable 
and adjustable hood for optimized fit. Several practi-
cal pockets including a large back pocket, waterproof 
inner pocket and hand warmth pockets. All pockets 
have water resistant zippers. The jacket is lined with 
High-Ventilation ™ mesh for added comfort at varying 
temperatures. Strap with grip fastener and neoprene at 
cuff. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® 
Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. A 
perfect jacket for your next fishing adventure! 100% 
polyamide. 100% PU. Available in Green/Dark Green 
(104). Sizes: S-3XL.

CAP PINEWOOD® WILDMARK 2.0  1104

Nice Pinewood Cap with water- and wind resistant 
membrane, for any fishing adventure Treated with or-
ganic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water 
and dirt repellent properties. 100% polymide. Available 
in Green/Dark Green (104). Size: One size.

Water coloumn:  >12.000 mm
Respiration:  14.000 g/m²/24h   
 (ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)
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TROUSERS PINEWOOD® WILDMARK ACTIVE 5056

Wind- and waterproof trouser for leisure, sport and fishing. Trousers 
with high breathability. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic 
Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. Higher back 
with removable elastic braces. Articulated knees. Adjustable leg bot-
toms with zippers and extra wedge. Taped seams. Leg pockets with 
flaps and water repellant zippers. Lined with High-Vent™ mesh for 
extra comfort. Elastic waist. Extra 10.000mm membrane at the seat. 
100% polyamide. Lining 100% polyester, 100% polyamide. Available in 
Green/Dark green (104). Sizes: S-5XL.

BIB´N BRACE TROUSERS PINEWOOD® NOSS  5132

Waterproof Bib & Brace fishing trousers at a competitive price. Some-
what larger in size to be able to apply multiple layers underneath. 
This is an easy and flexible Bib & Brace pant that keeps you dry during 
your fishing activities. Taped seams. Highly stretchable and adjustable 
braces. Perfect for your next fishing outing. 100% polyester. Coating: 
PU. Available in Green (100). Sizes: S-3XL.

Water coloumn:
>8.000 mm

SWEATER PINEWOOD® CAMOU 5276

Camou pattern hooded top in soft sweatshirt fabric with soft brushed 
inside, kangaroo pocket and ribbing at the cuffs and hem. Regular fit. 
Also available in large sizes. This garment has been manufactured to the 
Oeko-Tex® standard. Material: 80% cotton, 20% polyester. Availalbe in 
Jungle (958). Sizes: S-5XL

NEW
NEW

SWEATER  PINEWOOD® FISHING 5776

Hooded top in soft sweatshirt fabric with soft brushed inside, kangaroo 
pocket and ribbing at the cuffs and hem. Regular fit. Fishing motif at 
the back and sleeve. Also available in large sizes. This garment has been 
manufactured to the Oeko-Tex® standard. Material: 80% cotton, 20% 
polyester. Available in Green (100), Dark Anthracite (443). Sizes: S-5XL

Water coloumn:   
>12.000 mm 

Respiration:   
14.000 g/m²/24h   
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)
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NEW

Lightweight, Breathable fishing vest with high 
ventilation mesh. Equipped with Big front pockets. 
Holders for fishing rod and fly fishing lures. D-rings. 
Pockets big enough for fishing boxes. Treated with 
organic and fluorocarbon free impregnation - Bionic 
Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent prop-
erties. 

Available in Dark Green (103). Sizes: S/M, L/XL, 
XXL/3XL

Material: 100% polyamid. Details in 100% polyester. 

FISHING VEST PINEWOOD®  
ACTIVE FISHING 5059

High ventilation 
mesh

Grip fastener for 
fishing rod

Holders for 
fishing rod

Holders for  
fishing lures

Big front
pockets

Chest pockets with 
grip fastener for  
fly fishing lures

D-rings

Drawstring for easy  
adjustment

Quick buckle lock  
at front

Water and  
dirt repellent 
properties
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JACKET PINEWOOD® TELLUZ  5213

An extremely, wind- and waterproof, stretchy lightweight 3-layer jacket. 
High collar with well thought out ventilation holes. Fixed, adjustable 
hood. Taped seams. It’s a great jacket for an active outdoor activity or 
everyday use. This is a jacket that can handle an exceptional rainy and 
windy day. One-way zipper in the opening, dual chest pockets, two hand 
pockets, all with zippers. On the sides there are ventilation openings 
and the jackets width is adjustable with a strap at the bottom. Treated 
with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt 
repellent properties. 100% polyester. Available in Dark Anthracite (443). 
Sizes: S-3XL. 

Water coloumn:
>18.000 mm

Respiration:  
22.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 8.000 g/m²/24h)

Water coloumn:
>18.000 mm

Respiration:  
22.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 8.000 g/m²/24h)

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® TELLUZ 5313

Wind- and waterproof 3-layer lightweight trousers. Slightly wider model 
so it can be used as over trousers. Fully openable zipper on both sides. 
Taped seams and water repellent zippers. Membrane with excellent 
breathability and high water column. Press button and grip fastener at 
the leg bottom. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco 
for extra water and dirt repellent properties. 100% polyester. Available in 
Dark Anthracite (443). Sizes: XS-3XL.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® LAPPLAND EXTREME 9285

Functional trousers in TC-1200 material. Treated with organic impreg-
nation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. 
Lined with a wind and waterproof, breathable membrane. Taped seams. 
Sturdy reinforcements on knee and seat. Articulated knees. Adjustable 
leg bottoms. Several practical pockets. Openings for knee pads (Pine-
wood® Flexy, item no 1506). Reinforcements 100% polyester, lining 100% 
polyester. Available in Moss Green/Black (153), Dark Anthracite/Black 
(446). Sizes: C44-C70, D92-D124, C146-C158.

Water coloumn:  >10.000 mm
Respiration:  14.000 g/m²/24h  (ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

JACKET PINEWOOD® LAPPLAND EXTREME 9093

A wind- and waterproof jacket made in our own durable TC-1200™ ma-
terial. Breathable membrane. The membrane is laminated with a lightly 
brushed lining. Taped seams. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic 
Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. Several prac-
tical pockets. Removable, adjustable hood with brim. Adjustable waist-
band. Arms adjustable with grip fastener. Reinforcements and lining 
100% polyester. Available in Moss Green/Black (153), Dark Anthracite/
Black (446). Sizes: S-4XL.
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Water  
coloumn:
>8.000 mm

PONCHO/CAPE PINEWOOD® GUSTAV  9163

Practical rain cape with rain cover for hunters telescopic sights and 
for bird watchers binoculars. The signal orange hood is perfect for 
the hunter when it is rainy and chilly and when visibility is of utmost 
importance. Fleece-lined hand warmer pocket. Fixed hood. 100% PU 
with high elastic polyester knit fabric. Available in Green (100), Green/
Orange (120). One size.

HAT PINEWOOD® MOSQUITO  9478

Functional hat with net that keep out mosquitoes and gnats. The mosqui-
to net can easily be hidden inside the hat. Elastic band at the lower edge 
of the net to ensure a close fit. Adjustable with strap in imitation leather. 
TC-1200™. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for 
extra water and dirt repellent properties. Net 100% polyester. Available in 
Moss Green (135), Mid Green (137), Dark Olive Green (128), Black (400), 
Light Khaki (224). One size.

ANORAK PINEWOOD® MOSQUITO COVER  9280

Light and airy anorak in gnat safe material that also keeps the mosqui-
toes away. The hood opens with a zipper and can be folded away. Can 
be packaged in its own front pocket and takes up minimal space in the 
pack. Available in Olive (107). Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL/3XL.

GLOVE PINEWOOD®  FISHING/HUNTING  9109

Soft and comfortable fleece gloves. The top can be folded back. Lined 
with Thinsulate®. Separate pocket for heat pad. Available in Black (400), 
Hunting Green (114). Sizes: M/L, XL/XXL

J A N N E' S  F I S H I N G  T I P S

SPRING & SUMMER  
ANGLING CALENDAR

Angling is Jan Olsson's passion and livelihood. He's been running his own digital publishing 
company with a total focus on angling since 2011. Here he not only shares the major spring 
and summer fishing trends, but also provides a few tips to enrich your angling experience.

t e x t :  ulf bertilsson  •  p h o t o :  jo stenersen & janne olsson

2020 – THE YEAR  
OF THE PERCH

• I hereby proclaim 2020 to be The Year of the Perch. I've 
long been surprised about the unusually weak interest 
in perch fishing, considering what a great fighter the 
fish is once it's hooked. But happily, in recent years 
more and more people have discovered the joys of 
getting out and fishing for perch. And the plans in hand 
for Sweden's first perch fishing championship further 
emphasize the trend. 

• Perch are widespread throughout the continent. Perch 
weighing up to three kilos are not unusual in south-
ern and central Europe. I've personally caught several 
two-kilo specimens, borderline three, in the teeming 
canal systems of the Netherlands. Here in the Nordics, 
perch seldom exceed two kilos, mainly because of the 
colder climate and less available food.

• Perch provide satisfying, rewarding summer time 
fishing. They are energetic biters even in warm waters 
when most other species are listless and disinterested. 
Rubber lures are my favourite perch bait. In general, 
the following advice applies: dark lures in murky wa-
ters, pale lures in clear waters.  

THE INTERNET –  
THE ANGLER'S BEST FRIEND

• Many fishing fans enjoy discovering new locations 
and new fishing waters. The drawback to being out in 
unknown territory is the time it takes before you find 
the right stretch of water. With this in mind, I'd like 
to put in a word for all the capable local fishing guides 
who offer their services on the internet. Let the fishing 
guide's experience become your knowledge.

• In fact, the internet is among an angler's best friends. It's 
not only the place to look for fishing guides, but also for 
buying fishing licenses, getting tips and advice in various 
angling forums, chatting with like-minded anglers and 
sharing your own experiences. There are a great many 
good fishing groups on Facebook, and more than likely 
for the type of fishing you most like to do. 

• Well functioning tackle is naturally the be-all and end-all of 
successful fishing. For example, a fishing vest is a practical 
garment with many pockets and storage options to make 
sure you keep all your bits and pieces in order. Avoiding the 
need to rummage for knives, pliers, whet stone, traces and 
so forth is an excellent way to stay in good spirits. Good 
luck with your fishing this spring and summer!
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SPRING & SUMMER  
ANGLING CALENDAR

Angling is Jan Olsson's passion and livelihood. He's been running his own digital publishing 
company with a total focus on angling since 2011. Here he not only shares the major spring 
and summer fishing trends, but also provides a few tips to enrich your angling experience.

t e x t :  ulf bertilsson  •  p h o t o :  jo stenersen & janne olsson

2020 – THE YEAR  
OF THE PERCH

• I hereby proclaim 2020 to be The Year of the Perch. I've 
long been surprised about the unusually weak interest 
in perch fishing, considering what a great fighter the 
fish is once it's hooked. But happily, in recent years 
more and more people have discovered the joys of 
getting out and fishing for perch. And the plans in hand 
for Sweden's first perch fishing championship further 
emphasize the trend. 

• Perch are widespread throughout the continent. Perch 
weighing up to three kilos are not unusual in south-
ern and central Europe. I've personally caught several 
two-kilo specimens, borderline three, in the teeming 
canal systems of the Netherlands. Here in the Nordics, 
perch seldom exceed two kilos, mainly because of the 
colder climate and less available food.

• Perch provide satisfying, rewarding summer time 
fishing. They are energetic biters even in warm waters 
when most other species are listless and disinterested. 
Rubber lures are my favourite perch bait. In general, 
the following advice applies: dark lures in murky wa-
ters, pale lures in clear waters.  

THE INTERNET –  
THE ANGLER'S BEST FRIEND

• Many fishing fans enjoy discovering new locations 
and new fishing waters. The drawback to being out in 
unknown territory is the time it takes before you find 
the right stretch of water. With this in mind, I'd like 
to put in a word for all the capable local fishing guides 
who offer their services on the internet. Let the fishing 
guide's experience become your knowledge.

• In fact, the internet is among an angler's best friends. It's 
not only the place to look for fishing guides, but also for 
buying fishing licenses, getting tips and advice in various 
angling forums, chatting with like-minded anglers and 
sharing your own experiences. There are a great many 
good fishing groups on Facebook, and more than likely 
for the type of fishing you most like to do. 

• Well functioning tackle is naturally the be-all and end-all of 
successful fishing. For example, a fishing vest is a practical 
garment with many pockets and storage options to make 
sure you keep all your bits and pieces in order. Avoiding the 
need to rummage for knives, pliers, whet stone, traces and 
so forth is an excellent way to stay in good spirits. Good 
luck with your fishing this spring and summer!
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Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® DOG SPORTS 
EXTREME 5782

Wind- and waterproof trousers for all who 
love to train with dogs. Made in our own 
durable TC-Lite™. Treated with organic 
impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra 
water and dirt repellent properties. Leg 
pockets with flaps and zipper. Adjustable 
leg bottoms. Elasticated waist. Extra rein-
forcements around leg bottoms. Lined with 
highly elastic membrane that keeps rain 
and moisture out while comfort/pliability 
is high. Ventilation Zipper on the side for 
maximum air circulation during hot days 
or during strenuous activities. Stretch fab-
ric 92% polyester, 8% elastane. Reinforece-
ments 100% polyamide. Available in Dark 
Olive/Suede Brown (186), Dark Anthracite/
Black (446). Sizes: C46-C58, D96-D116.
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VEST PINEWOOD® DOG SPORTS  5081

Well thought out vest, the ultimate for those who loves training dogs. 
The vest has several functional pockets specially designed for dog 
training e.g. large front pockets where the pocket flaps can be fastened 
with a grip fastener inside the pocket to avoid being in the way. Two 
pockets that can be easily washed. Perfect for example, dog treats. 2-way 
zip. Chest pockets with zipper and hand warming pockets. D-rings and 
holder for whistle/clicker. Functional holder for water bottle or dummy 
on the back. Spacious back pocket that can be extended in size by using 
press buttons. Extra reinforced hanger if the vest becomes heavy, can 
also be used as an opening for cords. Adjustable at the waist and bot-
tom. Openable bottom edge to allow printing or embroidery. Lined with 
High-Ventilation™ mesh for extra comfort. The outer fabric is treated 
with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt 
repellent properties. Made in our own durable TC-Lite, reinforcements 
made in 100% polyamide. Available in Dark Olive/Suede Brown (186), 
Dark Anthracite/Black (446). Sizes: S-3XL.

VEST PINEWOOD® DOG SPORTS LIGHT  5082

Comfortable and multifunctional vest for those who love to train dogs. An 
excellent dog sports vest for spring and summer days. The vest is lightweight 
and has a nice ventilating mesh along the sides, as well as the inside to provide 
comfortable ventilation during warmer days or activities. Equipped with sever-
al smart pockets. Dual breast pockets, easy to reach. 2-way zip. Big back pocket. 
Treat pocket. D-ring. Water bottle holder, and pocket for dog whistle and click-
er. Made in our own durable TC-lite™ fabric for extra durability and comfort. 
The outer fabric is treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for 
extra water and dirt repellent properties. Pinewoods Dog Sports collection has 
been developed by our design team together with active dog training experts 
who train and compete with their dogs on a professional basis. 65% polyester, 
35% cotton. Contrasts in 100% polyester. Available in Suede Brown (241), Dark 
Anthracite/Grey (444). Sizes: S-3XL.

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® DOG SPORTS  9782

Functional outdoor trousers for all who train dogs. Stretch fabric at 
knees and seat gives great fit and comfort. Membrane at knees mak-
ing them waterproof, practical when you need to go down on your 
knees. Leg pockets with flaps and zippers. Durable reinforcements. 
Extra reinforcements around leg bottoms. Adjustable leg bottoms 
and elasticated waist. Manufactured in our durable TC-Lite™ fabric. 
Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra wa-
ter and dirt repellent properties. Reinforcements in 100% polyamide. 
Stretch fabric: 92% polyester, 8% elastane. Available in Red/Black 
(518), Dark Anthracite/Black (446). Sizes: C46-C58, D92-D116.
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WOMEN’S TROUSERS PINEWOOD® 
DOG SPORTS  9343

Functional outdoor trousers for all who 
train dogs. Stretch fabric at knees and seat 
gives great fit and comfort. Membrane at 
knees making them waterproof, practical 
when you need to go down on your knees. 
Leg pockets with flaps and zippers. Dura-
ble reinforcements. Extra reinforcements 
around leg bottoms. Adjustable leg bot-
toms and elasticated waist. Manufactured 
in our durable TC-Lite™ fabric. Treated 
with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® 
Eco for extra water and dirt repellent 
properties. Reinforcements in 100% 
polyamide. Stretch fabric: 92% polyester, 
8% elastane. Available in Dark Anthracite/
Black (446). Sizes: 34-46.

PINEWOOD® DOG SPORTS BAG SMALL  
1106

This is a practical bag for those who train 
with dogs and are active in dogs-sports. 
With several pockets, you can easily orga-
nize your exercise/training equipment, dog 
goodies and bags. On the outside there are 
a total of four pockets. One is especially for 
dog bags. The inside is adapted for goodies 
and with a smooth closure with magnet and 
strap. On the backside there is a D-ring with 
a hook where you can hang for example 
a bottle of water. You can choose to hang 
the bag in your belt or use the shoulder 
strap and hang the bag over the adjustable 
shoulder strap. You can optimize the fit to 
suit you. Machine Washable. 100% polyester. 
Available in Black (400). One size.
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Water coloumn:
>12.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

WOMEN’S JACKET PINEWOOD® DOG SPORTS 3080

Wind- and waterproof jacket, the ultimate jacket for those who train 
dogs regardless of the weather. Many functional pockets specially 
designed for dog training e.g. large front pockets where the pocket flaps 
can be fastened with a grip fastener inside the pocket to avoid being in 
the way. Two pockets that can be easily washed, perfect for dog treats. 
Dual chest pockets and inner pocket with zipper and hand-warmer 
pockets. D-rings and holder for whistle/clicker. Functional holder for 
water bottle or dummy on the back. Spacious back pocket that can be 
extended in size by using press buttons. Feminine cut. Adjustable at the 
waist and hem. Grip fastener at cuffs. Taped seams. Removable, adjust-
able hood with reinforced brim. Openable bottom edge to allow printing 
or embroidery. Lined with High-Ventilation™ mesh lining for extra 
comfort. The outer fabric is treated with organic impregnation-Bionic 
Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. 100% polyam-
ide, details in TC-Lite™. Lining 100% polyester. Available in Black/Dark 
Anthracite (407). Sizes: XS-XXL.

WOMEN’S VEST PINEWOOD® DOG SPORTS 3081

Well thought out vest, ultimate for those who loves training dogs. The 
vest has several functional pockets specially designed for dog training 
e.g. large front pockets where the pocket flaps can be fastened with a 
grip fastener inside the pocket to avoid being in the way. Two pockets 
that can be easily washed. Perfect for example, dog treats. Chest pockets 
with zipper and hand warming pockets. 2-way zip. D-rings and holder 
for whistle/clicker. Functional holder for water bottle or dummy on the 
back. Spacious back pocket that can be extended in size by using press 
buttons. Extra reinforced hanger if the vest becomes heavy, can also 
be used opening for cords. Feminine cut. Adjustable at the waist and 
bottom. Openable bottom edge to allow printing or embroidery. Lined 
with High-Ventilation™ mesh for extra comfort. The outer fabric is 
treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra wa-
ter and dirt repellent properties. Made in our own durable TC-Lite™, 
reinforcements made in 100% polyamide. Available in Fuchsia/Suede 
Brown (550), Moss Green/Black (153), Dark Anthracite/Black (446). 
Sizes: XS-XXL.

WOMEN’S TROUSERS PINEWOOD® DOG SPORTS EXTREME 3143 

Wind and waterproof trousers for all who love to train with dogs. Made 
in our own durable TC-Lite™. Treated with organic impregnation-Bi-
onic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. Extra 
reinforcements around leg bottoms. Lined with highly elastic mem-
brane that keeps rain and moisture out while comfort/pliability is high. 
Ventilation Zipper on the side for maximum air circulation during hot 
days or during strenuous activities. Stretch fabric 92% polyester, 8% 
elastane. Reinforecements 100% polyamide. Available in Dark Anthra-
cite/Black (446), Dark Olive/Suede Brown (186). Sizes: 34-46. 

WOMEN’S VEST PINEWOOD® DOG SPORTS LIGHT  3182

Comfortable and multifunctional vest for those who love to train dogs. 
An excellent dog sports vest for spring and summer days. The vest is 
lightweight and has a nice ventilating mesh along the long sides, as well 
as on the inside to provide comfortable ventilation during warmer days 
or activities. Equipped with several smart pockets. Double breast pock-
ets, easy to reach. Large back pocket. Treat pocket. 2-way zip. D-ring. 
Water bottle holder, and pockets for dog whistle and clicker. Feminin 
cut. Made in our own durable TC-lite fabric for extra durability and 
comfort. The outer fabric is treated with organic impregnation-Bionic 
Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. Pinewoods 
Dog Sports collection has been developed by our design team together 
with active dog people experts who train and compete with their dogs 
on a professional basis. 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Contrast: 100% 
polyester. Available in Suede Brown (241), Dark Anthracite/Grey (444), 
Rose/Grey (567). Sizes: XS-XXL.
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“When I first started work at the shelter and 

saw the way people mistreat their dogs, I almost 
lost faith in humanity. Everyone who works here 
has no choice but to change their approach in 
order to face coming to work,” says Anna. 

“Now I only look to the future, making sure 
that any dog in my charge will enjoy the best 
of lives from here on in!”

Think twice before getting a dog
According to Anna, one of the main reason 
so many dogs are ill treated today is that it's 
so easy to buy one. 

In the past, you had to visit a kennel or a 
dog breeder and prove that you were a suita-
ble dog owner for the breed in question. These 
days, it only takes a few clicks to buy a dog on 
the internet. “Oh, what a cute little puppy. We 
simply must buy it!”

And that's how an Arctic dog like a Siberian 
Husky ends up in a five-kid family in inner-city 
surroundings where no one has time for the 
dog and its need for constant exercise. 

“A Siberian husky is not a cute little lap dog, 
but a performance-oriented sled dog. A mul-
tisport athlete that demands a huge amount 
of exercise out in the wild if it is to thrive and 
enjoy life. 

But if its owners are both couch potatoes, 
things will just not work out.

“You simply have to think twice before you 
get a dog, and make sure you’re prepared to pro-
vide it with the stimulus it needs if it is to thrive.” 

“You have to think twice before you get a dog, and 
make sure you’re prepared to provide it with the 

stimulus it needs if it is to thrive.”

GREAT CLOTHES FOR 
EVERY WEATHER

The Hundstallet shelter in Bromma is close to 
Åkeshovs Manor House and the Judarskogen 
forest. The extensive nature reserve is where 
they exercise the dogs several times a day, 
regardless of the weather.

Naturally, the 20 dog handlers need dura-
ble, all-weather clothing when they're out and 
about with the dogs in the wind and rain. And 
excellent clothing is what they wear – from 
Pinewood.

“Pinewood's dog sport collection is out-
standing and functional. The garments are 
durable and comfortable, easy to wash and 
long-lasting,” is how Hundstallet's Anna Beijer 
assesses them.

Svenska Hundskyddsföreningen (Swedish Dog 
Protection Society) was formed in 1908 and has 
almost 8,000 members. The non-profit organ-
ization runs Hundstallet, which rehabilitates 
homeless and ill-treated dogs and re-homes 

them with new owners.

Hundstallet has two shelters, one in Bromma 
outside Stockholm and one in the vicinity of 

Staffanstorp in Skåne. The operation is financed 
mainly through donations from thousands of 
benefactors and fund-raising organisations.

Would you like to be a dog owner or donate money?  
Find out more at hundstallet.se  

Anna Beijer at the Hundstallet shelter in Åkeshov together with Atlas.

Maybe you saw the series Bagge's 
Homeless Hounds on TV4? You 
know, the show where Anders 
Bagge spotlighted one tragic dog 

plight after another, but where the stories al-
most always had a happy ending thanks to the 
enthusiasts at the Hundstallet shelter.

The boxer Björne is one among all the dogs 
that were given a new start in life. He was 
found running free in a park in Stockholm when 
he was around one-year-old. As no owner got 
in touch, the dog was handed to Hundstallet. 

He soon found a new home, but his owner 
fell ill and Björne returned. Another new home 
emerged, but it was soon apparent that Björne 
was unable to live with or even meet other 
dogs. So, back to Hundstallet – again.

The shelter realized that the boxer needed 
a home with people who would accept him 

exactly the way he is with all his peculiarities. 
An enlightened, stress-free home with no other 
dogs or cats, and with children able to handle 
a leaping, bounding 36 kg boxer male that 
sometimes snapped at whoever was holding 
the leash. 

Finding a home that met all these require-
ments proved to be less than easy, and Björne 
remained at the shelter for more than a year, 
but in the end they were contacted by a cou-
ple from Luleå who met all their wishes and 
requirements. So, now Björne has found his 
new home where he's loved for being just the 
dog he is.

A driving force
For many years, Anna Beijer has been a driv-
ing force at the Hundstallet shelter in Åkeshov,  
where the operation moved in 2005. The facility 

was purpose built from the ground up to meet 
all the functional requirements of a shelter that 
would house around 50 dogs and 20 or more 
dog handlers.

“We have individual indoor kennels with 
windows, dog beds and dog flaps, which are 
open during the day, leading to the courtyard. 
What's more, every dog gets four walks a day 
with our dog handlers. I can confidently say 
that we take care of dogs and rehabilitate them 
in the best possible way,” says Anna.

Taking care of many dogs
Hundstallet takes care of around 500 dogs per 
year. Most of them come from the police and the 
County Council, who pass them to Hundstallet 
pending investigations. Around 100 are handed 
in by private dog owners who, for one reason or 
another, are unable to keep their dogs. 

Those sorrowful, pleading despondent eyes… It's heartbreaking to see an  
ill-treated animal. Come with us to the Hundstallet dog shelter in Bromma outside 
Stockholm, where ill-treated and homeless dogs get the chance of a new, better life.

text: ulf bertilsson • photo: hundstallet/hanneke bonthuis 

IT'S A DOG'S LIFE

After a lot of ifs and buts, Björne 
the homeless boxer finally moved 
into a new forever home in Luleå.
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“When I first started work at the shelter and 

saw the way people mistreat their dogs, I almost 
lost faith in humanity. Everyone who works here 
has no choice but to change their approach in 
order to face coming to work,” says Anna. 

“Now I only look to the future, making sure 
that any dog in my charge will enjoy the best 
of lives from here on in!”

Think twice before getting a dog
According to Anna, one of the main reason 
so many dogs are ill treated today is that it's 
so easy to buy one. 

In the past, you had to visit a kennel or a 
dog breeder and prove that you were a suita-
ble dog owner for the breed in question. These 
days, it only takes a few clicks to buy a dog on 
the internet. “Oh, what a cute little puppy. We 
simply must buy it!”

And that's how an Arctic dog like a Siberian 
Husky ends up in a five-kid family in inner-city 
surroundings where no one has time for the 
dog and its need for constant exercise. 

“A Siberian husky is not a cute little lap dog, 
but a performance-oriented sled dog. A mul-
tisport athlete that demands a huge amount 
of exercise out in the wild if it is to thrive and 
enjoy life. 

But if its owners are both couch potatoes, 
things will just not work out.

“You simply have to think twice before you 
get a dog, and make sure you’re prepared to pro-
vide it with the stimulus it needs if it is to thrive.” 

“You have to think twice before you get a dog, and 
make sure you’re prepared to provide it with the 

stimulus it needs if it is to thrive.”

GREAT CLOTHES FOR 
EVERY WEATHER

The Hundstallet shelter in Bromma is close to 
Åkeshovs Manor House and the Judarskogen 
forest. The extensive nature reserve is where 
they exercise the dogs several times a day, 
regardless of the weather.

Naturally, the 20 dog handlers need dura-
ble, all-weather clothing when they're out and 
about with the dogs in the wind and rain. And 
excellent clothing is what they wear – from 
Pinewood.

“Pinewood's dog sport collection is out-
standing and functional. The garments are 
durable and comfortable, easy to wash and 
long-lasting,” is how Hundstallet's Anna Beijer 
assesses them.

Svenska Hundskyddsföreningen (Swedish Dog 
Protection Society) was formed in 1908 and has 
almost 8,000 members. The non-profit organ-
ization runs Hundstallet, which rehabilitates 
homeless and ill-treated dogs and re-homes 

them with new owners.

Hundstallet has two shelters, one in Bromma 
outside Stockholm and one in the vicinity of 

Staffanstorp in Skåne. The operation is financed 
mainly through donations from thousands of 
benefactors and fund-raising organisations.

Would you like to be a dog owner or donate money?  
Find out more at hundstallet.se  

Anna Beijer at the Hundstallet shelter in Åkeshov together with Atlas.

Maybe you saw the series Bagge's 
Homeless Hounds on TV4? You 
know, the show where Anders 
Bagge spotlighted one tragic dog 

plight after another, but where the stories al-
most always had a happy ending thanks to the 
enthusiasts at the Hundstallet shelter.

The boxer Björne is one among all the dogs 
that were given a new start in life. He was 
found running free in a park in Stockholm when 
he was around one-year-old. As no owner got 
in touch, the dog was handed to Hundstallet. 

He soon found a new home, but his owner 
fell ill and Björne returned. Another new home 
emerged, but it was soon apparent that Björne 
was unable to live with or even meet other 
dogs. So, back to Hundstallet – again.

The shelter realized that the boxer needed 
a home with people who would accept him 

exactly the way he is with all his peculiarities. 
An enlightened, stress-free home with no other 
dogs or cats, and with children able to handle 
a leaping, bounding 36 kg boxer male that 
sometimes snapped at whoever was holding 
the leash. 

Finding a home that met all these require-
ments proved to be less than easy, and Björne 
remained at the shelter for more than a year, 
but in the end they were contacted by a cou-
ple from Luleå who met all their wishes and 
requirements. So, now Björne has found his 
new home where he's loved for being just the 
dog he is.

A driving force
For many years, Anna Beijer has been a driv-
ing force at the Hundstallet shelter in Åkeshov,  
where the operation moved in 2005. The facility 

was purpose built from the ground up to meet 
all the functional requirements of a shelter that 
would house around 50 dogs and 20 or more 
dog handlers.

“We have individual indoor kennels with 
windows, dog beds and dog flaps, which are 
open during the day, leading to the courtyard. 
What's more, every dog gets four walks a day 
with our dog handlers. I can confidently say 
that we take care of dogs and rehabilitate them 
in the best possible way,” says Anna.

Taking care of many dogs
Hundstallet takes care of around 500 dogs per 
year. Most of them come from the police and the 
County Council, who pass them to Hundstallet 
pending investigations. Around 100 are handed 
in by private dog owners who, for one reason or 
another, are unable to keep their dogs. 

Those sorrowful, pleading despondent eyes… It's heartbreaking to see an  
ill-treated animal. Come with us to the Hundstallet dog shelter in Bromma outside 
Stockholm, where ill-treated and homeless dogs get the chance of a new, better life.

text: ulf bertilsson • photo: hundstallet/hanneke bonthuis 

IT'S A DOG'S LIFE

After a lot of ifs and buts, Björne 
the homeless boxer finally moved 
into a new forever home in Luleå.
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NEW

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® BRODERICK 5793

Functional pants with casual design. Regular fit. Two spacious front 
pockets with a flap that can easily be folded into pocket. This garment 
has been manufactured to the Oeko-Tex® standard. Suitable for All-
round. Material: 100% cotton. Available in Dark Green (103), Khaki 
(208). Sizes: C46-C60, D96-D116

JACKET PINEWOOD® EASTMAIN 5190

A soft yet sturdy 2-layer wind- and waterproof outdoor jacket in a 
straight, longer model. Lightweight. Hand warm pockets for comfort. 
Pockets and placket are sealed with magnets. Inner pocket. Rubber 
strap inside enables you to keep the headset/cords in place. Fixed hood 
with brim, can be folded into the collar. Cuffs adjustable with grip fas-
tener. Taped seams. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® 
Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. 47% cotton, 42% poly-
ester, 11% polyamide. Available in Dark Green (103). Sizes: S-3XL.

Water coloumn:
>18.000 mm

Respiration:  
22.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 8.000 g/m²/24h)
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JACKET PINEWOOD® YORKSHIRE 5025

A classic and elegant quilted jacket with corduroy details such as on 
the inside collar. The jacket is padded and lined with comfortable 
fleece. Straight fit that can be adjusted at the waist and cuffs with press 
buttons. Two large front pockets that are sealed with magnets and inner 
pocket. Placket with press buttons. Treated with organic impregna-
tion-Bionic Finish® Eco for water and dirt repellent properties. 100% 
polyester. Available in Moss Green (135). Sizes: S-3XL.

VEST PINEWOOD® 
PRESTWICK VINTAGE 5093

Stylish vest in quilted design. 
Waxed to make it water repel-
lent. Lightly padded. Practi-
cal pockets, including inner 
pocket. Details in imitation 
suede and corduroy provide an 
exclusive look. Waist adjust-
able with press button. After 
wash reactivate the garment´s 
impregnation by ironing (mid 
temp.). 64% polyester, 34% 
cotton, 2% elastane. Details 
and padding 100% polyester. 
Available in Suede Brown 
(241). Sizes: S-3XL.

NEW

PADDED OUTDOOR VEST 
PINEWOOD® DELBERT 5515

Windproof, power-fleece vest. 
Padded for extra warmth. 
Equipped with spacious pock-
ets with zippers. Treated with 
organic and fluorocarbon free 
impregnation - Bionic Finish® 
Eco for extra water and dirt 
repellent properties. Material: 
100% polyamid. Details in 95% 
polyester 5% elastan. Padding 
100% polyester. Available in 
Dark Anthracite (443), Suede 
brown (241). Sizes: S-3XL

JACKET PINEWOOD® EDMONTON EXCLUSIVE 5882

An incredibly soft and silent jacket in wool material. Lightly pad-
ded for extra warmth and comfort. Details in suede imitation gives 
an exclusive feeling. Several pockets such as inner pocket and radio 
pocket. The antenna opening is reinforced so that the radio can also be 
attached to the outside of the jacket. Adjustable bottom. Slightly longer 
back. Sleeves have internal cuffs. 50% wool, 50% polyester. Contrasts 
and Padding 100% polyester. Available in Moss Green/Suede Brown 
(182). Sizes: S-3XL.
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TROUSERS PINEWOOD® SERENGETI  5790

Stylish, affordable hunting and outdoor trousers. Great fit with a plenty 
of stretch. Timeless design that makes this trousers work well even for 
everyday use. There are two open front pockets, two leg pockets and 
two back pockets with buttons. 97% cotton, 3% elastane. Available in 
Hunting Olive (713). Sizes: C44-C64, D96-D124. 

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® FINNVEDEN 9085

Our classical trousers made in TC-1200™ fabric. Treated with organ-
ic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent 
properties. Pockets with press stud flaps and a zipped leg pocket. Elastic 
waist. Available in Mid Green (137), Light khaki (224), Black (400), Dark 
Olive (128), Moss Green (135). Sizes: C42-C70, D92-D124.

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® FINNVEDEN TIGHTER 5088

Perfect leisure trousers with good breathability in fitted size, suitable 
for both work and leisure. Made in our own durable and water repel-
lent TC-Lite™. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco 
for extra water and dirt repellent properties. Articulated knees for 
extra comfort. Several practical pockets e.g. dual leg pockets with lid. 
Elastic waist. Available in Light khaki (224), Dark Olive (128), Moss 
Green (135), Black (400). Sizes: C46-C60, D96-D116, C148-C158.
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SWEATER PINEWOOD® 
HIMALAYA ACTIVE 5773

A thin and supple sweater/
hoody in elastic power fleece for 
maximum flexibility and com-
fort. Brushed inside for a soft 
and comfortable feel. Practical 
pockets. Arms with reinforced 
thumb holes. Adjustable at bot-
tom hem and hood. 95% poly-
ester, 5% elastane. Available in 
Dark Mustard (579), Dark Dive 
(349), Hunting Olive (713), Dark 
Anthracite (443). Sizes: S-3XL.

SWEATER PINEWOOD® FINNVEDEN V-NECK 5048

Classic V-necked sweater. Soft and comfortable. Perfect for both work 
and leisure. 100% cotton. Available in Dark Copper Melange (557), Green 
Melange (116), Brown Melange (207). Sizes: S-3XL.

T-SHIRT PINEWOOD® 3-PACK  5447

Soft and comfortable T-shirt in natural colours. 160 gram cotton. Classic 
fit. With a stylish and discreet Pinewood branded embroidery on the 
chest. Supplied in a multi-coloured 3-pack. Made in 100% cotton. Com-
plete your outdoor outfit with these fine Pinewood T-shirts. 100% cotton. 
3-pack: Green/Hunting Brown/Khaki (720). Sizes: S-5XL.

NEW COLOUR
NEW COLOUR
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SHIRT PINEWOOD® BAMBOO L/S 5330

A comfortable and airy shirt in quick-drying bamboo/polyester blend. 
Bamboo is nature’s own superfibre that provides a comfortable cool and 
easy-to-wear shirt. Mesh in neck provides a airy feeling. Button down 
collar and dual chest pockets with button. Strap to make it possible to 
secure rolled up sleeve. 50% bamboo viscose, 50% polyester. Available in 
Agave/Terracotta (719), Dark Copper/White (570). Sizes: S-3XL.

SHIRT PINEWOOD® FINNVEDEN 5331

Comfortable shirt in thin and soft flannel. Tighter fit. Button down collar 
and one chest pocket. Strap to make it possible to secure rolled up sleeve. 
100% cotton. Available in Dark Copper/White (570). Sizes: S-3XL.

SHIRT PINEWOOD® INDIANA EXCLUSIVE 5332

A soft easy-care shirt. The shirt fits with its classic ”after hunt” pattern 
as well for work as for leisure. 100% cotton. Available in Offwhite (601). 
Sizes: S-3XL.

SHIRT PINEWOOD® MARIBOR TC 5531

A soft and comfortable easy care shirt in fitted size, fits perfect in the 
forest or as an after-hunt shirt. Button down collar and chest pocket with 
button. 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Available in Offwhite/Dark Burgundy 
(613). Sizes: S-3XL.

POLO SHIRT PINEWOOD® OUTDOOR LIFE  5458

Short sleeved polo shirt with regular fit and comfortable stretch mate-
rial. Nice, discreet Pinewood logo embroidery on the chest. Available 
in colour inspired from nature. Suitable for everyday us as well as for 
work or outdoor activities. Fabric: 95% cotton, 5% elastane. Available 
in Mid Green (137). Sizes: S-3XL. 

POLO SHIRT PINEWOOD® RAMSEY COOLMAX®  9458

Comfortable and easy care polo shirt in Coolmax® fiber. Fast-drying and 
moisture-wicking. 60% polyester, 40% coolmax. Available in Green (100), 
Black (400). Sizes: S-3XL.
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WOMEN’S PADDED OUTDOOR VEST PINEWOOD® DELBERT  
3515

Windproof, power-fleece vest. Padded for extra warmth. Equipped 
with spacious pockets with zippers. Treated with organic and fluoro-
carbon free impregnation - Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt 
repellent properties. Material: 100% polyamid. Details in 95% polyester 
5% elastan. Padding 100% polyester. Available in Dark Anthracite (443), 
Suede Brown (241). Sizes: XS-XXL

NEW

WOMEN’S SHIRT PINEWOOD® MARIBOR TC 3531

An easy to wear, soft and comfortable shirt in fitted size. Feminine cut. 
Suits the forest or for the ”after-hunt”. Practical chest pockets with 
button. 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Available in Offwhite/Dark Burgun-
dy (613). Sizes: XS-XXL.
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WOMEN`S JACKET PINEWOOD® THELON PADDED 3513

Supple jacket in high-elastic power fleece that provides maximum 
flexibility and comfort. Padded and windproof on the front and back. 
Brushed fleece inside sleeves. Practical pockets including inner pocket. 
Feminine cut. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for 
water and dirt repellent properties. 95% polyester, 5% elastane. Con-
trasts 100% polyamide. Available in Evening Blue (353), Dark Anthracite 
(443). Sizes: XS-XXL.

WOMEN`S JACKET PINEWOOD® EDMONTON EXCLUSIVE 3882

An incredibly soft and silent jacket in wool material. Lightly padded for 
extra warmth and comfort. Details in suede imitation gives an exclusive 
feeling. Several pockets such as inner pocket and radio pocket. The an-
tenna opening is reinforced so that the radio can also be attached to the 
outside of the jacket. Feminine cut. Adjustable bottom. Slightly longer 
back. Sleeves have internal cuffs. 50% wool, 50% polyester. Contrasts 
and Padding 100% polyester. Available in Mossgreen/Suede Brown (182). 
Sizes: XS-XXL.

WOMEN’S TROUSERS PINEWOOD® FINNVEDEN TIGHT  3388

Perfect leisure trousers with good breathability in fitted size, suitable 
for both work and leisure. Made in our own durable and water repel-
lent TC-Lite™. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco 
for extra water and dirt repellent properties. Articulated knees for 
extra comfort. Several practical pockets e.g. dual leg pockets with lid. 
Elastic waist for great fit. 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Available in Dark 
Olive (128), Black (400). Sizes: 34-46. 
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WOMEN’S VEST PINEWOOD® DIANA  3125

Classic quilted and padded vest that is windproof. Practical press studs. 
Easy and supple to wear. Dual front pockets with flaps. Chest pocket and 
inside pocket with zipper. Elastic at the back for optimal fit. Slits with 
press buttons at the back. Outer fabric is 100% polyamide. Padding 100% 
polyester. Available in Burgundy/Suede Brown (548), Moss Green/Suede 
Brown (182). Sizes: XS-XXL

WOMEN’S FLANNEL SHIRT PINEWOOD® FELICIA  9327

Stylish and feminine cut shirt in brushed cotton flannel. Dual chest 
pockets. Strap to secure rolled up sleeves if necessary. 100% cotton. 
Available in Green/Blue (122). Sizes: XS-XXL.

WOMEN’S SHIRT PINEWOOD® CUMBRIA  9328

Stylish and feminine cut shirt in easy-care material. Single chest 
pocket without flap. The internal strap makes it possible to secure 
rolled up sleeves. 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Available in Offwhite/
Coral (614). Sizes: XS-XXL.

WOMEN’S SWEATER PINEWOOD® HIMALAYA  ACTIVE 3773

A thin and supple sweater in high elastic power fleece for maximum 
flexibility and comfort. Brushed inside for a soft and comfortable feel. 
Practical pockets. Arms with reinforced thumb holes. Adjustable at bot-
tom hem and hood. Feminin cut. 95% polyester, 5% elastane. Available in 
Hunting Olive (713), Dark Anthracite (443) Sizes: XS-XXL.

WOMEN’S POLO 
SHIRT PINEWOOD® 
OUTDOOR LIFE  3318

Short sleeved polo in 
femenine cut and com-
fortable stretch. Nice, 
discreet Pinewood 
brand embroidery on 
the chest. Available 
in seasonal colours 
inspired from nature. 
Suitable for everyday 
use as well as for work 
or outdoor activities. 
95% cotton, 5% elas-
tane. Available in Mid 
Green (137).  
Sizes: XS-XXL. 

WOMEN’S POLO PINEWOOD® RAMSEY COOLMAX 9318

Quick-drying and wrinkle free polo in Coolmax® fabric. 60% 
polyester/40% Coolmax®. Available in Green(100). Sizes: XS-XXL.
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VEST PINEWOOD® PRESTWICK SHOOTING 5798

Functional shooting vest in ventilating mesh. Suitable for shoot-
ing range or a bird hunt. Spacious front pockets with flaps that 
can easily be fastened with grip fastener inside the pocket to 
avoid being in the way. Large back pocket with zipper and press 
buttons. Two large inside pockets. Practical D-rings on the sides. 
Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra 
water and dirt repellent properties. 88% polyester, 12% polyam-
ide. Contrasts and mesh in 100% polyester. Available in Suede 
Brown (241). Sizes: S-4XL.
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TROUSERS PINEWOOD® PIRSCH  5401

Robust and versatile trousers of durable material suitable for hunting 
and hiking. With ventilation zippers along the inside of the thighs you 
have a great pair of trousers even for warmer days and longer hikes. 
These trousers are comfortable and functional, wind and water resis-
tant and equipped with wind and waterproof membrane from the knee 
down. They are further reinforced where the trousers are exposed to 
the most wear and tear. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic 
Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. Two hand 
pockets and a thigh pocket, all with zippers. On the right side there is 
an open pocket for, for example, a phone or a hunting knife. The waist 
is elasticated for extra comfort and a D-ring located in the right of the 
waist. Ventilation zippers along the inside of the thighs. Leg bottom 
with zipper as well as a hook to place in the boots. 100% polyester. 
Contrast: 100% polyamide. Available in Hunting Brown/Suede Brown 
(242). Sizes: C44-C64, D92-D124.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® CARIBOU HUNT EXTREME 5986

Wind and waterproof hunting and outdoor trousers in fitted size. The 
trousers have substantial areas of elastic 4-way stretch on knees and 
back for maximum flexibility and comfort. Taped seams and water-re-
pellent zippers. Articulated knees, dual leg pockets with zipper and 
opening ventilation for additional air flow. Elasticated waist. Treated 
with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt 
repellent properties. Leg bottom with zipper and adjustable with grip 
fastener. 88% polyester, 12% polyamide. Contrasts in 92% polyester, 8% 
elastane. Reinforcements at leg bottom 100% polyamide. Available in 
Suede Brown/Dark Olive (244). Sizes: C46-C64, D92-D124.

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® CARIBOU HUNT 5985

Hunting- and outdoor trousers in fitted size. The trousers have sturdy 
elements of 4-way stretch material on the knee and back for optimal 
comfort. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for 
extra water and dirt repellent properties. Articulated knees, dual leg 
pockets with zipper and openable ventilation for extra air flow. Elastic 
waist. Leg hems have zip and are adjustable with grip fastener. 88% 
polyester, 12% polyamide. Contrasts in 92% polyester, 8% elastane. Re-
inforcements at leg bottoms 100% polyamide. Available in Moss Green/
Moss Green (191), Suede Brown/Dark Olive (244). Sizes: C44-C64, 
D92-D124, C148-C158.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

SHOOTING VEST PINEWOOD® RED DEER  5799

Functional shooting vest. Suitable for both the shooting range and the 
hunt. Lightly padded at shoulders for extra comfort. Spacious front 
pockets for e.g. ammunition. The pockets have flaps that can easily be 
attached with grip fastener inside the pocket to not be in the way. Large 
back pocket with zipper and press button, the pocket is sealed with mag-
nets. Big pockets centre front of the vest. Strap for hanging GPS or radio. 
Two large inner pockets. Practical D-rings in the sides. Treated with or-
ganic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent 
properties. 88% polyester, 12% polyamide. Contrasts in 100% polyester. 
Available in Hunting Brown/Suede Brown (242). Sizes: S-4XL.
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JACKET PINEWOOD® PRESTWICK EXCLUSIVE 5801

Wind- and waterproof jacket with an exclusive look. The jacket has 
several practical pockets e.g. dual front pockets with interior ammuni-
tion holders for both shotgun and rifle ammunition to avoid clatter but 
still make ammunition easily accessible. Radio pocket, fleece lined hand 
warming pockets and back pocket. Removable and adjustable hood. 
Taped seams. Lined with High-Ventilation™ mesh for extra comfort. 
Adjustable at waist and bottom hem. Treated with organic impregna-
tion-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. 
88% polyester, 12% polyamide. Reinforcements 100% polyamide. Avail-
able in Moss Green (135), Suede Brown (241). Sizes: S-5XL.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® PRESTWICK EXCLUSIVE 5901

Wind- and waterproof trousers in an exclusive look. Several practical 
pockets include dual leg pockets with interior ammunition holders 
for both shotgun and rifle ammunition to avoid clatter but still make 
ammunition easily accessible.  Taped seams. Elastic waist and slightly 
increased back. Adjustable leg bottoms with reinforcements. Lined with 
High-Ventilation™ mesh for extra comfort. Treated with organic impreg-
nation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. 
88% polyester, 12% polyamide. Reinforcements 100% polyamide. Avail-
able in Moss Green (135), Suede Brown (241). Sizes: C44-C64, D92-D124.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)
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TROUSERS PINEWOOD® GROUSE LITE 5967

Wind- and waterproof lightweight trousers (approx. 650g) in soft mate-
rial. The membrane is laminated with outer fabric which stops rainwa-
ter directly at the surface. The outer fabric is elastic which gives good 
comfort and pliability. Lined with High-Ventilation™ mesh for extra 
comfort. Openable ventilation in the sides for extra air flow and heat 
emissions from heavy activity. Several practical pockets. Water repellent 
zippers. Taped seams. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Fin-
ish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. Adjustable hem. 
Elastic waist. 100% polyester. Available in Hunting Brown (209). Sizes: 
C46-C60, D96-D116.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

TROUSERS PINEWOOD® WOLF LITE 5902

Wind- and waterproof trousers. Perfect for the hunter and dog handler. 
Supple and lightweight. Opening ventilation in the sides for extra air 
flow and heat emissions from heavy activity. Several practical pock-
ets. Ammunition holders for both shotgun and rifle ammunition to 
avoid clatter but still make ammunition easily accessible. Taped seams. 
Elasticated waist and slightly higher back. Adjustable leg bottoms with 
reinforcements. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco 
for extra water and dirt repellent properties. 100% polyester, reinforce-
ments 100% polyamide. Available in Hunting Brown/Suede Brown 
(242). Sizes: C44-C64, D92-D124.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

JACKET PINEWOOD® WOLF LITE 5802

Wind- and waterproof. Supple and lightweight. Perfect for the hunter 
and dog handler. Several practical pockets e.g. fleece lined hand warmer 
pockets, map, radio- and back pocket. Dual front pockets with interior 
ammunition holders for both shotgun and rifle ammunition to avoid 
clatter but still make ammunition easily accessible. Openable ventilation 
under sleeve for extra air flow and heat emissions from heavy activity. 
Adjustable hem. Cuffs adjustable with grip fastener. Taped seams. Treat-
ed with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and 
dirt repellent properties. 100% polyester. Available in Hunting Brown/
Suede Brown (242). Sizes: S-3XL.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)

JACKET PINEWOOD® GROUSE LITE 5267

Wind- and waterproof lightweight jacket (approx. 600g) in soft mate-
rial. The membrane is laminated with outer fabric which stops rain-
water directly on the surface. The outer fabric is elastic which gives 
good comfort and pliability. Lined with High-Ventilation™ mesh for 
extra comfort. Openable ventilation under sleeve for extra air flow and 
heat emissions from heavy activity. Dual front pockets, radio- and back 
pocket. Detachable hood with reinforced brim. Water repellent zippers. 
Taped seams. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for 
extra water and dirt repellent properties. Adjustable hem. Cuffs adjust-
able with grip fastener. 100% polyester. Available in Hunting Brown 
(209). Sizes: S-3XL.

Water coloumn:
>10.000 mm

Respiration:  
14.000 g/m²/24h
(ASTM: 6.000 g/m²/24h)
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BELT PINEWOOD® PRESTWICK 5197 

Perfect belt for all occasions. Fits both our hunting and outdoor collec-
tion. Made of genuine leather with nice metal detailing. Width 35 mm. 
100% genuine leather. Available in Brown (205), Black (400). Sizes (cm): 
75, 85, 95, 105, 115, 125.

BELT PINEWOOD® 
TIVEDEN 5198

Perfect belt for all occasions. 
Fits both our hunting and 
outdoor collection Width 
35 mm. 100% polyester, 
contrasts in 100% genuine 
leather. Available in Green/
Brown (115). Sizes (cm): 75, 
85, 95, 105, 115, 125.

PINEWOOD® LEATHER BELT  9097

Strong belt in genuine leather. Width 40 mm. This belt has extra holes 
enabling these belts to fit most people. Available in Brown (205), Black 
(400). Sizes (cm): 75, 85, 95, 105, 115, 125.

PINEWOOD® LEATHER BELT  9197

Strong belt in genuine leather. Width 35 mm. Available in Brown (205), 
Black (400). Sizes (cm): 75, 85, 95, 105, 115, 125.

PINEWOOD® CANVAS BELT  9199

Robust and strong canvas belt with fully adjustable buckle. Total length 
120 cm. Can also easily be cut into shorter. Width 40mm. 90% acrylic, 7% 
cotton, 3% polyamid. Available in Olive (107), Brown (205), Beige (204), 
Black (400). One size.
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MERINO  
WOOL

SOCKS PINEWOOD® FOREST 1112

A soft and comfortable functional sock 
in a mulesing-free Merino wool blend. 
The material transports excess mois-
ture to the outside of the sock so that 
it evaporates, this provides a com-
fort-enhancing effect and helps keep 
your feet dry. Perfect for both hunting 
and outdoor. 52% Merino wool, 45% 
polyamide, 2% elastane. Available in 
Moss Green (135), Black (400). Sizes: 
37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48.

SOCKS PINEWOOD® COOLMAX® – 
LINER  9210

Coolmax® socks give extra comfort. 
The Coolmax® fibres quickly remove 
excess moisture to the outside of the 
sock, where it evaporates. This gives 
extra comfort and a cooling effect. 
Suitable for everyday wear, leisure and 
work. Elastane gives a good fit. Deliv-
ered in 2-pack. 80% Coolmax®, 17% 
polyamide, 3% elastane. Available in 
Green (100), Black (400). Sizes: 37/39, 
40/42, 43/45, 46/48.

SOCKS PINEWOOD® COOLMAX® – 
HIGH  9211

Long Coolmax® functional socks give 
extra comfort. The Coolmax® fibres 
quickly remove excess moisture to 
the outside of the sock, where it 
evaporates. This gives extra comfort 
and a cooling effect during physical 
activity. Elastane gives a good fit. 
Can be worn in combination with 
Thermolite® socks for extra warmth. 
Comfortable across the calf. Sold in 
2-pack. 80% Coolmax®, 17% polyamide, 
3% elastane. Available in Green (100). 
Sizes: 37/39, 40/42, 43/45, 46/48.

SOCKS PINEWOOD® COOLMAX®  
9212

Coolmax® socks give extra comfort. 
The Coolmax® fibres quickly remove 
excess moisture to the outside of the 
sock, where it evaporates. This gives 
extra comfort and a cooling effect 
during physical activity. Elastane gives 
a good fit. Can be worn in combination 
with Thermolite® socks. Delivered in 
2-pack. 80% Coolmax®, 17% polyamide, 
3% elastane. Available in Black (400), 
Green (100). Sizes: 37/39, 40/42, 43/45, 
46/48.

SOCKS PINEWOOD® 
THERMOLITE®  9213

Warm functional socks in Du Pont’s 
patended Thermolite® fibre combined 
with wool. Quickly removes excess 
moisture and insulates giving up 
to three times more warmth than a 
normal fibre. Elastane gives good com-
fort and a good fit. 17% Thermolite®, 
70% wool, 12% polyamide, 1% Lycra®. 
Available in Black (400). Sizes: 37/39, 
40/42, 43/45, 46/48.

SOCK PINEWOOD® DRYTEX – 
MIDDLE 9500

Comfort-enhancing functional sock in 
Drytex®. The Drytex® fibre helps re-
duce shrinkage. The wool and Drytex® 
fibre transports excess moisture to the 
outside to evaporate, which provides 
a comfort-enhancing effect and helps 
keep your feet dry. Elasticity around 
feet and ankle for perfect fit.  42% 
Drytex®, 25% wool, 22% polyamide, 9% 
polypropylene, 2% elastane. Available 
in Green/Dark Brown (174). Sizes: 
37/39, 40/42,  43/45, 46/48.

SOCK PINEWOOD® MELANGE 9501

Comfort-enhanced functional sock 
with lamb’s wool for extra warmth and 
comfort. The wool transports excess 
moisture to the outside to evaporate, 
which provides a comfort-enhancing 
effect and helps keep your feet dry. 
Cordura® reinforcement on toe and 
heel to reduce wear. Extra elasticity 
around the foot and ankle for perfect 
fit. 71% lamb wool, 21% polyamide, 7% 
Cordura®,   1% elastane. Available in Ol-
ive Melange (148). Sizes: 37/39, 40/42, 
43/45, 46/48.

SOCK PINEWOOD® DRYTEX – 
HIGH 9503

Comfort-enhancing functional sock in 
Drytex®. The Drytex® fibre helps re-
duce shrinkage. The wool and Drytex® 
fibre transports excess moisture to the 
outside to evaporate, which provides 
a comfort-enhancing effect and helps 
keep your feet dry. Elasticity around 
feet and ankle for perfect fit. 45% 
Drytex®, 22% wool, 26% polyamide, 5% 
polypropylene, 2% elastane. Available 
in Green/Dark Brown (174). Sizes: 
37/39, 40/42, 43/45, 46/48.
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SHOULDER BAG PINEWOOD® 
COMPACT HUNTER 1904

Durable shoulder bag for hunting and 
leisure. The main compartment holds just 
over 5 litres. Several practical pockets for 
e.g. GPS, thermos or water bottle. Straps 
that can be tightened around the bag to 
make it as compact as possible. D-ring. 
Adjustable ergonomic shoulder strap with 
padding for added comfort. Can be used 
both in front and back. Available in Moss 
Green (135). One Size.

BACKPACK PINEWOOD® OUTDOOR 22L 5498

A functional and smooth backpack. Holds approx. 22 litres. Fabric 
in water-repellent imitation suede. Padded mesh back for comfort. 
Several practical pockets and details e.g. water repellent pocket, two 
side pockets, front pocket with compartment for e.g. thermos. D-rings, 
padded ergonomic and adjustable shoulder straps, adjustable and fully 
removable waistband, carrying handle on top. The main compartment 
is large and contains pocket suitable for a laptop. In this compartment 
there is a seat pad and also an enclosed storage bag in mesh which 
can be attached to the D-rings on the outside of the backpack as extra 
storage of e.g. shoes or birds on the bird hunt. The bottom of the bag 
is reinforced and water repellent. 100% polyester, storage bag 100% 
polyester, seat pad 100% polyethylene. Available in Suede Brown (241). 
One size.

WAIST BAG PINEWOOD® 
RANGER  9606

Handy and practical bag for the 
active hunter and/or dog han-
dler! Several functional pockets, 
large and small, for everything 
needed out in the woods. Strong 
belt with buckle and padded 
back for extra comfort. 100% 
polyester. Available in Moss 
Green (135). One size

PINEWOOD® BACKPACK 35L 9613

Supple hunting, fishing and outdoor backpack with integrated chair. 
Fabric in water repellent suede imitation. Several pockets such as dual 
pockets for thermos, lid pocket with zipper and inner safety pocket. 
Reinforced water resistant bottom. Heavily padded, adjustable shoul-
der straps and waistband for minimal axle load and maximum comfort. 
Covered framework to prevent sound from rifle when it is worn over 
the shoulder. Seat height 50cm. Pleasantly warm neoprene seat. Holds 
approximately 35L. The comfortable seat and durable steel construc-
tion can withstand a seating weight of up to 120 kg. Fabric: 100% 
polyester. Frame: 100% anti-corrosion treated steel.  Available in Suede 
Brown (241). One size.
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Practical and comfortable backpack, perfect for travel 
and hikes. Durable, wind-and waterrepellent with 
40 L capacity. Gentle with ergonomic padding along 
back panel, waist belt and shoulder straps. Large main 
compartment. Safe closure with drawstring and buck-
le. Holder for water bag and opening for tube. Cover 
at the top of bag with zipper, zip pockets at sides 
for smaller items or thermos, and a zip front pocket 

for the smaller things you really want close to hand. 
Inside the backpack you have a small safety pocket. 
Rain cover quick and easy to reach via outside placed 
zipper at bottom of the bag. If you want to bring the 
computer, there is a custom pocket for this on the 
inside, up to 15 inch. Size 40 L.

Material: 100% polyester. 

NEW

BACKPACK PINEWOOD® 
SCANDINAVIAN OUTDOOR  

LIFE 1909

Zip pockets  
at sides

Wind- and  
waterrepellent

Holder for water 
bag and opening 

for tube

Detachable 
waist belt

Capacity 40 L

Ergonomic  
padding

Large main 
compartment

Rain cover at  
the bottom of the bag
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PINEWOOD® BRACES  
9098

Broad elasticated brac-
es for hunting with a 
criss-cross at the back in 
genuine leather. Strong 
metal clips. 77% poly-
ester, 23% elastodien. 
Available in Dark Green 
(103). One Size.

PINEWOOD® 
SUSPENDERS WITH 
STRAPS 9198

Broad elasticated suspend-
ers. The criss-cross at the 
back and the straps are 
made of genuine leath-
er.77% polyester, 23% elas-
todien. Available in Dark 
Green (103). One size

SUSPENDERS 
PINEWOOD® ROBUST 
9298

Broad suspenders with 
adjustable metal criss-
cross in back. Strong metal 
clips. 44% viscose, 39% 
polyester, 17% elastodien. 
Available in Highvisual 
Orange (502). One Size.

SUSPENDERS 
PINEWOOD® ALFRED  
9498

Wide suspenders, the 
criss-cross at the back 
and the straps are made 
of genuine leather. 44% 
viscose, 39% polyester, 
17% elastodien. Available 
in Green/Brown (115). 
One Size.

SUSPENDERS 
PINEWOOD® THOMAS  
9598

Wide suspenders, the 
criss-cross at the back are 
made of genuine leather. 
Fastened with strong met-
al clips. 44% viscose, 39% 
polyester, 17% elastodien. 
Available in Green/Brown 
(115). One Size.
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PINEWOOD® WATER 
REPELLENT WAX 4600

By caring for your garment you 
will be able to use it for many 
years. Wax your TC-garment 
after washing, make it more water 
repellent and extending its life-
span. Only use on Pinewood’s TC 
material. Heat by ironing after 
treatment. The wax is made of nat-
ural beeswax and paraffin. A wax 
block weighs 90g and is enough 
for the waxing of approximately 8 
garments.

PINETECH™ WASH-IN-WATER PROOFER – MACHINE 
WASH  9692

In order to get an evenly spread waterproofing and dirt repel-
lent in a garment or cloth a machine wash with this product is 
recommended. The waterproofer is manufactured using a new 
technology giving greater durability against wear. That means 
that the product lasts longer and remains active for a longer time 
than other products. The waterproofer does not affect the mem-
brane’s breathability and can be used on all synthetic and natural 
fibres. After application the garment or fabric should be ironed 
or tumble-dried thereby activating the waterproofer  and giving 
maximum and long-lasting effect. Water based and environmen-
tally friendly. 300 ml.
New improved technology – High resistance to wear – ISO 14001 
eco-certified – Recommended for Gore-Tex® (Gore-Tex® is a reg-
istered trade mark for W.L. Gore and Associates).

PINETECH™ SUPER WATER-PROOFER SPRAY – AIR DRY 
9693 SPRAY FOR CLOTHES/FABRICS

Adds extra water repellent properties and improves protection 
against dirt and oil stains. Easy to apply on selected parts using 
environmentally friendly spray pump. Recommended on water-
proof, laminated and coated fabrics. The waterproofer does not 
affect the breathing ability of the membrane and can be used on 
all synthetic and natural fibres. Does not have to be heated. Water 
based. This product does not contain propellant or flouro carbons 
and is environmentally friendly. 300 ml.
High water repellent properties – Easy to apply – ISO 14001 
eco-certified – Recommended for Gore-Tex® (Gore-Tex® is a reg-
istered trade mark for W.L. Gore and Associates).

PINETECH™ SUPER WATERPROOFER SPRAY – PATENTED 
ABRASION RESISTANCE 9694 

Spray for clothes/fabrics – Patented wear-resistance
Wear resistant extra water repellent impregnation that improves 
protection against dirt and oil stains.  Easy to apply on selected 
and exposed parts using environmentally friendly spray pump. 
Recommended on waterproof, laminated and coated fabrics. The 
waterproofer does not affect the breathing ability of the mem-
brane and can be used on all synthetic and natural fibres. After ap-
plication the garment or fabric should be ironed or tumble-dried 
thereby activating the waterproofer and giving maximum and 
long-lasting effect. Water based. This product does not contain 
propellant or flouro carbons and is environmentally friendly. 300 
ml.
High water repellent and dirt resistant properties – Extra long-
term resistance to wear
Easy to apply – ISO 14001 eco-certified – Recommended for 
Gore-Tex® (Gore-Tex® is a registered trade mark for W.L. Gore 
and As sociates).

PINETECH™ WASH-IN-CLEANER – WASHING 
AGENT FOR FUNCTIONAL GARMENTS  9698

The ordinary washing powders used in most house-
holds today are founded on outdated chemical tech-
nology. This technology does not cater for today’s 
technical membranes and functional garments. These 
washing powders lower the positive characteristics of 
the membranes. Our Wash-in-cleaner is a fluid wash-
ing agent which is the result of modern technology and 
gives better results on modern functional garments 
and fabrics. It is also water based and environmen-
tally friendly. The Wash-in-cleaner does not affect 
the membrane’s breathability and can be used on all 
synthetic and natural fibres. 300 ml.
New improved technology – Maximum washing 
results – Anti-bacterial – ISO 14001 eco-certified – 
Recommended for Gore-Tex® (Gore-Tex is a registered 
trade mark for W.L. - Gore and Associates)
Neutral pH.
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CAP PINEWOOD® EXTREME 9195 

Cap lined with wind- and waterproof membrane. Adjustable with grip 
fastener. Taped seams. Manufactured in our water repellent TC-1200™. 
Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water 
and dirt repellent properties. Membrane 100% PU. Available in Moss 
Green (135), Dark Anthracite/Black (446). One size.

NEW

CAP PINEWOOD® FINNVEDEN 5 PANELS  1114

Durable 5 panel cap with Pinewood badge in synthetic leather. UV-and 
Mosquito proof. Treated with organic and fluorocarbon free impregna-
tion - Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. 
Available in Hunting Olive (713), Dark Anthracite (443), Dark Dive 
(349). One size 
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CAP PINEWOOD® 2 COLOUR 9294

A nice and stylish cap for all occasions. The Suede Brown/Moss Green 
cap is made in stylish suede imitation. Moss Green/Orange treated with 
organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt repel-
lent properties. 100% polyester. Adjustable with grip fastener. Available 
in Suede Brown/Moss Green (240), Moss Green/Orange (192). One size.

CAP PINEWOOD® TC 2-COLOR  9194

Water repellent cap in classic Pinewood design. Made in our own dura-
ble TC-Lite material. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® 
Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. Adjustable at the back 
with grip fastener. 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Available in Hunting Olive 
(713), Dark Anthracite (443). One size.

CAP PINEWOOD® MOSQUITO 
9578

Practical cap with mosquito net. 
The net can be worn as camouflage 
in front of the face with an opening 
for the eyes. If the mosquitoes or 
gnats are irritating fold the net 
over the brim and then it is tight-
ly sealed. Can be folded into the 
peak of the cap. Adjustable with 
strap. Cap in TC-Lite. Treated 
with organic impregnation-Bionic 
Finish® Eco for extra water and dirt 
repellent properties. Net in 100% 
polyester. Available in Dark Olive 
(128). One size.

CAP PINEWOOD® WILDMARK 2.0  1104

Nice Pinewood Cap with water- and wind resistant membrane, for any 
fishing adventure Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® Eco 
for extra water and dirt repellent properties. 100% polymide. Available in 
Green/Dark Green (104). Size: One size.

CAP PINEWOOD® TC CAMOU 5294

Cap made of our own durable TC-Lite™. Perfect for both hunting and 
outdoor activities. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® 
Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. Adjustable with grip 
fastener. Available in Black/Jungle Black (963). One size.

CAP PINEWOOD® PRESTWICK VINTAGE 1175

Classic, fashionable sixpence cap. Made in waxed material. Checked 
lining gives an exclusive look. 64% polyester, 34% cotton 2% elastane. 
Available in Suede Brown (241). Sizes: M/L, XL/XXL.

CAP PINEWOOD® CAMOU - NET  8497

Functional camouflage cap with concealing net and an opening for the 
eyes, enabling good vision. 100% polyester. Available in Realtree APG 
HD® (904), Realtree Max-5 HD®  (973). One Size.
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PINEWOOD® MOSQUITO NET  9378

Practical mosquito net to be used at all outdoor activities. You never know 
when you need it! Functional storage bag. Adjustable hem to close tightly. 
Gnat and mosquito-proof. 100% polyester. Available in Black (400). (Cap 
not included). One size

HAT PINEWOOD® TREE 9124

Nice stretchy hat for chilly days. Reversible for extra security if needed. 
96% acrylic, 4% elastane. Available in Orange/Green (542). One size

HAT PINEWOOD® HIMALAYA MELANGE  1100

Comfortable hat with lining in fleece. Made in single jersey making it 
very soft and comfortable. The hat is printed with a melange pattern. 
95% cotton, 5% elastane. Available in Hot Pink Melange (562). One size

HEAD SCARF PINEWOOD® OUTDOOR 5896

Practical scarf, perfect for hunting and leisure. The scarf is versatile and 
can be used as a warming scarf around the neck, hat, face mask, head-
band etc. 100% polyester. Sold in 3-pack mix with Orange, Green, Black. 
One size.

HAT PINEWOOD® MOSQUITO  9478

Functional hat with net that keep out mosquitoes and gnats. The mos-
quito net can easily be hidden inside the hat. Elastic band at the lower 
edge of the net to ensure a close fit. Adjustable with strap in imitation 
leather. TC-1200™. Treated with organic impregnation-Bionic Finish® 
Eco for extra water and dirt repellent properties. Net 100% polyester. 
Available in Moss Green (135), Mid Green (137), Dark Olive Green (128), 
Black (400), Light Khaki (224). One size.

SAFARI HAT PINEWOOD® CAMP  7478 

Functional hat for adventure trips, to the beach or for everyday use. 
Water repellent and UV resistant rip-stop material. The size is adjust-
able in the neck. 100% polyamide. Treated with the Pinewood In-
sect-Stop, long lasting protection from mosquitoes and ticks. Available 
in Sand (200). One size.

NEW COLOUR
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PINEWOOD® THÜRINGEN 1108

Windproof and water-repellent unisex glove in 4-way stretch material. 
Perfect for both hunting and outdoor. Tight model for perfect fit, perfect 
as for example shooting glove. The seams are not taped. Suede imitation 
in grip surface. Opening adjustable with grip fastener. 100% polyester. 
Available in Moss Green/Black (153). Sizes: 6-11.

GLOVE PINEWOOD® THIN LINER 9405

Slim glove with stretch. The glove is ideal as a shooting glove as it has 
a tight fit. Rubber Dots in hand for extra grip. Reinforcements at index 
and middle finger. Opening for index finger. Works excellently as a liner 
glove in our thicker gloves. 92% polyester, 8% elastane. Available in Black 
(400), Moss Green (135). Sizes: M/L, XL/XXL

GLOVE PINEWOOD®  FISHING/HUNTING  9109

Soft and comfortable fleece gloves. The top can be folded back. Lined 
with Thinsulate®. Separate pocket for heat pad. Available in Black (400), 
Hunting Green (114). Sizes: M/L, XL/XXL

FLEECE GLOVE PINEWOOD® SAMUEL 9407

Convenient finger glove in soft fleece. 100% polyester. Available in 
Hunting Green (114), Black (400). Sizes: M, L, XL.

GLOVE PINEWOOD® RESWICK EXTREME 1504

Thin wind and waterproof glove in 4-way stretch for maximum flexibility 
and comfort. Rubber at grip area. Index finger provided with terry. Neo-
prene cuff and grip fastener at opening for a soft and comfortable feel-
ing. 92% polyester, 8% elastane. Grip area: 100% PU. Available in Suede 
Brown/Black (251). Sizes: 6-11.
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PINEWOOD® HUNTING & HIKING BOOTS MID/HIGH 9935/9934

A comfortable boot that provides good support and fit. The boot has a waterproof and breathable membrane to keep you warm and dry. Easy-lined 
and padded for extra comfort and warmth. Insulating and cushioned midsole. Vibram® outsole with a rough pattern. Rubber reinforced front for 
extra durability. Made in Europe. 100% genuine leather and reinforcements in 100% polyester. Aprox. 0.8 kg. Available in Brown (205). Sizes 37-47.
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GAITERS PINEWOOD® 
ACTIVE 1102 

Practical gaiters all year 
round use, to avoid e.g. 
dirt, stones or snow 
accessing shoe. Front 
opening with zipper and 
grip fastener. Equipped 
with stainless steel hook 
to be attached to the shoe 
and steel wire with strap 
to attach around the foot. 
Adjustable with strap 
to close tightly. Made in 
durable oxford to make 
the gaiters sturdy. Water 
repellent coating. 100% 
polyester. Length 36 cm. 
Available in Moss Green 
(135), Black (400).  
Sizes: S/M, L-XL.

GUPPY FRIEND WASHING BAG 1107

Help protect nature with Guppy Friend laundry bag, it prevents micro 
plastics from synthetic garments ending up in lakes and seas. Put 1-3 items 
in the bag and wash as usual. The micro plastics which loosen during the 
wash cycle remain on the inside of the bag instead of following the waste 
water into the main sewer. After washing, remove the microfibers from 
the bag and, if possible, leave for recycling or put in the household waste. 
In addition to protecting the environment, you also extend the life of 
your clothing as the bag helps the wear and tear of the garments during 
washing. One size.

KNEE PAD PINEWOOD® FLEXY 1506 

Flexible and lightweight. Available in Anthracite (403).  
One Size.

PINEWOOD® HEAT PAD EN/SV 9201

Warming and reusable. Hold it in your hand or place it in your pocket 
specifically designed for this purpose in our Hunting / Fishing Glove 
part no. 9109. Bend the metal disc and a natural chemical reaction starts, 
emitting a maximum 50°C for about 30-45 minutes. Reactivate through 
boiling. Contains environmentally friendly saline solution (sodium ace-
tate, NaAc). Size: 9 cm x 6 cm.

PINEWOOD® SAFETY 
VEST  9220

Highvisual orange vest 
with reflectors for extra 
saftey. Prepared with 
holes for radio antenna 
on both sides. 100% 
polyester. Available in 
Highvisual Orange (502). 
One size

ANORAK PINEWOOD® MOSQUITO 
COVER  9280

Light and airy anorak in gnat safe 
material that also keeps the mosqui-
toes away. The hood opens with a 
zipper and can be folded away. Can be 
packaged in its own front pocket and 
takes up minimal space in the pack. 
Available in Olive (107). Sizes: S/M, L/
XL, XXL/3XL.
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XS/46 S/48 M/50 L/52 XL/54 XXL/56 3XL/58 4XL/60

Chest 92-94 96-98 100-102 104-106 108-110 114-116 120-124 126-130

Waist 80-82 84-86 88-90 92-94 96-98 100-102 107-109 112-114

Seat 100-102 104-106 108-110 112-114 116-118 120-122 124-126 128-130

Neck circumference 35-36 37-38 39-40 41-42 43-44 45-46 47-48 49-50

Inside leg trousers C-Size 79-80 80-81 81-82 83-84 83-84 83-84 83-84 84-85

D92/23 D96/24 D100/25 D104/26 D108/27 D112/28 D116/29

Inside leg trousers D-Size 75-76 76-77 76-77 77-78 77-78 78-79 78-79 78-79

C146 C148 C150 C152 C154 C156 C158

Inside leg trousers C-Long 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91 90-91 91-92 91-92

XS/34 S/36 M/38 L/40 XL/42 XXL/44 3XL/46

Chest 82-84 86-88 90-92 94-96 98-100 102-104 106-108

Waist 68-70 72-74 76-78 80-82 84-86 88-90 92-94

Seat 90-92 94-96 98-100 102-104 106-108 110-112 114-116

Inside leg trousers 78-79 80-81 82-83 83-84 83-84 83-84 83-84

34 S 36 S 38 S 40 S 42 S 44 S 46 S

Inside leg trousers - Short size 73-74 75-76 77-78 78-79 78-79 78-79 78-79

104/4 116/6 128/8 140/10 152/12 164/14 176/16

Chest 57 61 67 73 79 85 91

Waist 54 58 62 66 70 74 78

Inside leg trousers 45 50 55 61 67 72 77

XS/6 S/7 M/8 L/9 XL/10 XXL/11

Width around hand (mm) 152 178 203 229 254 279

Lenght (mm) 160 171 182 192 204 215

Width: To measure the width around hand, measure 20 mm above thumb. 
Lenght: To measure the lenght of hand, start from your wrist and measure to the point of your middle finger. 

MENS – BODY SIZE 

WOMEN’S – BODY SIZE 

KIDS/JUNIOR – BODY SIZE

GLOVES SIZE CHART

MENS

Chest  
width

Chest  
width

Waist

Waist

Sleeve  
length

Sleeve  
length

Neck

Neck

Inseam  
length

Inseam  
length

WOMEN’S

KIDS/JUNIOR

Chest  
width

Waist

Seat
Seat

Sleeve  
length

Neck

Inseam  
length

B O DY  M E A S U R E  S I Z E  G U I D E
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34 36 38 40 42 44 46

Waist with elastic 70-80 74-84 78-88 82-92 86-96 90-100 94-104

Waist without elastic 70-72 74-76 78-80 82-84 86-88 90-92 94-96

Inseam length 78-79 80-81 82-83 83-84 83-84 83-84 83-84

34 S 36 S 38 S 40 S 42 S 44 S 46 S

Inseam length – Short size 73-74 75-76 77-78 78-79 78-79 78-79 78-79

XS/34 S/36 M/38 L/40 XL/42 XXL/44

Chest width 100-104 106-108 110-114 116-120 120-124 124-126

Sleeve length 60-61 61-62 62-63 63-64 63-64 64-65

Centre back length 68-70 70-72 72-74 74-76 76-78 78-80

104/4 116/6 128/8 140/10 152/12 164/14 176/16

Waist 59-67 61-65 64-72 69-76 72-80 76-84 81-91

 Inseam length 45 50 55 61 67 72 77

104/4 116/6 128/8 140/10 152/12 164/14 176/16 

Chest width 76-78 80-82 86-88 92-94 98-100 106-108 110-112

Sleeve + shoulder 53 57 61 63 66 70 72

Centre back length 48 52 56 60 64 67 70

XS S M L XL XXL

 Waist with elastic 82-92 86-96 90-100 94-104 98-108 102-112

 Inseam length 79-80 81-82 83-84 84-85 85-86 86-87

XS/46 S/48 M/50 L/52 XL/54 XXL/56 3XL/58 4XL/60 5XL/62

 Chest width 102-108 107-112 112-118 118-124 124-130 130-138 138-144 146-152 154-160

 Sleeve length 60-62 62-64 64-66 66-68 68-69 68-69 68-69 69-70 70-71

 Centre back length 69-72 71-74 75-78 79-82 83-86 85-88 87-90 87-90 88-91

MENS – JACKETS

MENS – TROUSERS

MENS – COVER PANTS

 C-SIZE C42 C44 C46 S/C48 M/C50 L/C52 XL/C54 XXL/C56 3XL/C58 4XL/C60 C62 C64 C66 C68 C70

 Waist with elastic 70-80 73-84 77-88 81-92 85-96 89-100 93-104 97-108 103-114 106-117 112-123 120-131 125-136 130-140 134-144

 Waist without elastic 74-75 77-78 80-81 84-85 88-89 92-93 97-98 102-103 108-109 113-114 119-120 125-126 130-131 135-136 140-141

 Inseam length 79-80 79-80 79-80 80-81 81-82 83-84 83-84 83-84 83-84 84-85 84-85 84-85 84-85 84-85 84-85

 D-SIZE D92/23 D96/24 D100/25 D104/26 D108/27 D112/28 D116/29 D120/30 D124/31

 Waist with elastic 77-88 81-92 85-96 89-100 93-104 97-108 103-114 106-117 112-123

 Waist without elastic 81-82 85-86 89-90 93-94 98-99 103-104 109-110 114-115 120-121

 Inseam length 75-76 76-77 76-77 77-78 77-78 78-79 78-79 78-79 78-79

 C-LONG C146 C148 C150 C152 C154 C156 C158

 Waist with elastic 77-88 81-92 85-96 89-100 93-104 97-108 103-114

 Waist without elastic 80-81 84-85 88-89 92-93 97-98 102-103 108-109

 Inseam length 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91 90-91 91-92 91-92

Measurements in size chart may differ ± 1 cm. We reserve the right to make style changes 
without notice and will not be responsble for misprints.

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL 7XL

Neck 35-36 37-38 39-40 41-42 43-44 45-46 47-48 49-50 53-54 55-56 57-58

Chest width - Regular 100-104 104-108 110-114 116-120 122-126 128-132 136-140 144-148 150-154 157-161 165-169

Chest width - Fitted size 98-100 101-103 107-109 113-115 119-121 125-127 133-135

Sleeve length 60-61 61-62 63-64 64-65 65-66 66-67 67-68 67-68 67-68 68-69 68-69

WOMEN’S – JACKETS

WOMEN’S – TROUSERS

KIDS/JUNIOR – JACKETS (SIZE/AGE)

KIDS/JUNIOR – TROUSERS (SIZE/AGE)

SHIRTS – ALL ITEM NO.

Bigger sizes, jackets from 
4XL and trousers from C66 
and D128. 

G A R M E N T  S I Z E  G U I D E
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A range of products in bigger 
sizes. Jackets from 4XL, trousers 
from C66 and D128.

A fabric with many excellent characteristics. The TC-lite has been specially 
developed to ensure a maximum high breathability and comfort in warm 
weather. The fabric is fastdrying and does not crease easily. The combination 
of tightly woven 65% polyester and 35% cotton gives a durable  and windre-
sistant product. The TC-Lite fabric is treated for extra waterrepellancy. 

A fabric which is extremely comfortable to wear as it has a built in stretchable function. The TC-Stretch has been specially developed to ensure a maximum 
high breathability and comfort in warm weather as well as to through its elastic characteristics give better fit and comfort. The fabric is quick-drying and does 
not crease easily. The combination of tightly woven 64% Polyester, 34% Cotton, 2% Elastane gives a durable and wind resistant product. The TC-Stretch fabric 
is treated for extra water repellancy and also gives a UV 50+ protection. The fabric can also easily be re-impregnated.

The product is produced in an 
anti-bacterial material.

Garments with this symbol have 
high breathability.

Garments with this symbol 
protects against mosquito bites. 
The product is made from a fabric 
which is so tightly woven that the 
mosquito cannot bite through.

Our own hard-wearing fabric that we use as the outer-layer in jackets, pants, 
vests and caps. The tightly woven fabric gives good windproof qualities 
and at the same time the impregnation makes the fabric water-resistant. 
Quick-drying and easy to manage. Easy to re-impregnate with spray. 
UV-protection. Manufactured in 65% polyester and 35% cotton.

Functional fabric with stretch both 
horizontally and vertically for 
maximum comfort and pliability.

Garments with this symbol are 
made so that they are windproof.

Reversible product with two 
possible color options.

Garments with this symbol have 
extra protection against the 
sun’s damaging UVA and UVB 
rays.

Product that keeps you warm. 

Product with good water repel-
lent properties.

Products that are very silent for 
a better hunting experience.

An environmentally friendly 
product.

Product which is reinforced to 
be extra durable.

Waterproof product with taped 
seams.

Bionic-Finish® Eco. An environmentally friendly and fluorine (PFC) free 
water- and dirt repellent treatment for sports and outdoor textiles. Due to 
the hyper branched and hydrophobic polymers water drops will just roll off 
the fabric keeping the fabric dry and lightweight.
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FANTASTIC OUTDOOR  
CLOTHING! ENJOY YOUR DAYS 

OUTDOORS!

The Pinewood® Insect-Stop technology revolutionises the way in 
protecting outdoor clothing against insects. The technology creates 
a long-lasting and effective shield/atmosphere around the textile 
fibres which causes most insects to avoid landing on the fabric, an 
added value to the already high functional outdoor garments in the 
collection. The active repellent substance IR3535® has during more 
than 30 years been used in insect repellent sprays and lotions, only 
now with new advanced technology, it finally can with long-lasting 
effect be integrated into textiles!

• Outdoor clothing suitable for warm 
climate conditions where quality, 
high level function and focus on 
the outdoor adventure is of upmost  
importance

• High level clothing protection 
against most species mosquitoes, 
ticks, flies and other insects

• UV-protection 

• 2 or 4-way stretch fabrics for extra 
comfort and fit

• Quick-drying effect 

• Multiple pockets

• Light weight and packable 
 

• Zipper closures for extra protection 
of valuables

• IR3535® (Ethyl butylacetylami-
nopropionate) by German Merck 
KGaA is classified as a Biocide, 
non-toxic to aquatic organisms 
such as fish and algae, does not kill 
insects and does not interfere with 
the eco-system nor accumulate in 
the environment. Acts on insects 
olfactory sensory system causing 
insect disorientation, classified in 
the safe category U for humans 
including children and pregnant 
women, approved by EPA (USA), 
ECHA (EU) and WHO.
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